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Carter Begins
Pilgrimage For
Mideast Peace

CAMPAIGNING — Terry McBrayer, Democratic candidate for governor,
spent yesterday afternoon campaigning, shaking hands and meeting
people around the court square. Earlier in the day, he spoke at the Forum
series in the Racer Room of Roy Stewart Stadium, expressing his views and
the progress of his campaigns
Staff Photos by Matt Sanders

WALKING CANDIDATE — The gubernatorial candidate who has campaigned by walking throughout the state began the first of a dozen miniwalks at 6 a.m. Wednesday in Marshall County before arriving in Murray at
noon. Sloane, shown here surrounded by aides on a campaign jaunt
around the court sqyare, hiked to the Bel-Air Shopping Center before
speaking at a Young Democrats forum Wednesday night.

Candidates Campaign Locally
McBrayer Discusses
Issues And Campaign
By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
Terry McBrayer, Democratic
gubernatorial hopeful, spoke at the
Racer Room in Roy Stewart Stadium at
1:00 p.m. yesterday as part of the
Forum series, sponsored by the Murray
State University chapter of Young
Democrats.
McBrayer reviewed the progress of
his campaign for the small turnout. The
former state commerce commissioner
stated that what he has been doing is
"seeing as many people as possible on a
low key basis."
"I want to be known by where I stand
on the issues, my background and that
I'm a positive person," McBrayer said.
He added that he has visited over 100
counties spending as much time
possible with the people selling his
issues.
A native of Greenup County,
McBrayer emphasized that he had a
positive campaign and he wasn't
concerned with negative aspects or
mudslinging.

Due to a lack of funds, the candidate
said that he will stop his radio and
television campaign this week. But
after two upcoming fund-raisers,
McBrayer added that he will use both
media again for the last part of the
campaign.
"We have to keep the :momentum
going. It is going right now. The candidates have sharp criticism going
toward McBrayer. That's obvious that
we're doing well," he said.
McBrayer indicated that education
would be his number one priority in his
campaign.
"We need to go back to the basics. We
need bright new minds in the state
board office," he said.
He also stated that it could be
necessary to restructure the state
curriculum.
"We graduate kids who can't balance
a checkbook,fill out a job application or
make change," McBrayer added.
"I'm not saying that changes will be
See MCBR A YER
Page 18, Column 7

Purchase Area Forum On
4-H Slated On Tuesday
Plans have been completed for the
Purchase Area 4-H Forum for eight
counties to be held on Tuesday, March
13, with the morning session from 9
a.m. to 12 noon at the Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation building, West
Broadway, Mayfield, and the evening
session from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Community Room, Peoples Bank, North
12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
The purpose of this educational
program will be to help make Purchase
Area 4-11 programs second to none in
the state of Kentucky; and to coordinate efforts of state 4-H staff, 4-H
agents, and 4-H leaders in Calloway
County and the Purchase area in a
unified effort for better volunteer
leadership in judging and instructing 4Hers in the 4-H program, according to
Mrs. Arlie Scott, Calloway County,
chairperson.
The morning session at Mayfield will
be devoted to training judges to
properly evaluate demonstrations and
illustrated speeches; and training for
volunteer leaders on working with 4Hers on the club level.
At the evening session in Murray
special programs will be conducted for
4-Hers, parents, 4-11 leaders, and
resource personnel. Instruction will
also be given on demonstrations and
illustrated , speeches, along with
training for 4-H leaders and judges.
This forum will be under the direction
of the Kentucky 4-H staff from
Lexington, assisted by the Purchase

Area 4-H Agents and the Purchase Area
Forums Committee.
The committee members who have
this
planned and coordinated
educational program are Mrs. Scott,
chairperson, Calloway County; Mrs.
Phillip Slayden, Graves County, Mrs.
Leroy Harrison, Fulton County, Mrs.
Allen Elrod, McCracken County, Mrs.
Danny Cunningham, Calloway County;
and Belinda Jones, Ballard County, and
Jane Steely, Calloway County, 4-H
Agents.
Mrs. Scott said it is anticipated that
this type of educational program will be
held each fall and spring on other
phases of the 4-H program; and we
hope these sessions will be productive
in building a stronger 4-H program in
Calloway County and the Purchase
area.

Reidland Couple
Found Murdered
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — William
Bouland, 51, of Reidland, and his wife,
Elouise, were found shot to death today
at their home, Sheriff Ray Elliott said
He said each was shot several times.
Elliott said that he did not want to
comment on the shootings pending
autopsy results, but that the couple
apparently died "at the hands of
somebody else."
Officers found the bodies after
receiving a telephone call, he said.

'Walking' Harvey Sloane
Hikes Through Murray
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
The "walking candidate," Harvey
Sloane, hiked through Murray and
Calloway County Wednesday, meeting
and talking with local citizens prior to
his evening speech at a forum sponsored by the Murray State University
chapter of the Young Democrats.
Gubernatorial candidate Sloane, who
became known statewide when ho
trekked 1,000 miles across the Cornmorrwealth, began the first of a dozer
state mini-walks in Marshall County at
6 a.m. He came to Calloway County
about noon and campaigned around the
court square before walking to the BelAir Shopping Center.
Speaking before a small gathering in
the Racer Room of Roy Stewart
Stadium, Sloane told those present that
he had learned much about what
Kentuckians wanted in a state administration during his 1,000-mile walk
which began in August at the Fulton
Banana Festival.
"The paramount concern of this
state's citizens is the quality of primary
and secondary education," the candidate stated."Many of our students do

not receive an adequate education and
cannot compete with other state's high
school graduates."
Sloane pointed out that the competency testing, which is now being
done on a statewide basis, is effective
"only if remedial programs are set up
to correct the areas of deficiency."
A medical doctor who had no prior
political experience before being
elected mayor of Louisville in 1973,
Sloane said that his administration
faced four turbulent years in the city's
history. The tornado which hit the area
in 1974, court-ordered busing, and a
sanitation workers' strike which
prompted Sloane to begin collecting
garbage himself were the major
problems encountered.
Before turning the floor over to
questions by the audience, Sloane
emphasized that "Kentuckians want to
know that their money is being
adequately spent for services rendered.
"I will make no commitment until I
can see that we have the resources and
revenue to fulfill that commitment,"
Sloane said in an obvious reference to
See SLOANE
Page 18, Column 7

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — President
Carter, beginning a pilgrimage for
peace in the Mideast, received today
both a warm welcome and a reminder
that tough issues still stand in the way
of an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
Tens of thousands of enthsiastic
Egyptians lined the street as Carter
and Egyptian president Anwar Sadat
stood in an open car while traveling
from Cairo airport to the former royal
palace where Carter will stay.
But at the palace Sadat issued a
strong new call for "national rights"
and "freedom" for Palestinians.
Even before Carter's arrival,
Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa
Khalil said his country had counterproposals to the compromise
suggestions put forth by Carter, and
said Egypt would continue to insist on a
timetable for setting up an autonomous
Palestinian authority in the Israelioccpied West Bank.
In Israel, meanwhile, Prime Minister
Menachem Begin said a peace treaty
can be signed "in a few weeks time"
provided some unspecified "still outgtanding issues" are resolved.
Begin, speaking at an airport news
conference on his return from the
United States, called on his countrymen
to welcome Carter warmly when he
arrives in Tel Aviv Saturday night.
"This has Been a good week for
Israel," Begin said.
Carter ...said he still seeks a "comprehensive" peace that would include
other Arab nations and "reined the
legitimate needs of all who have suffered in more than 30 years of conflict,"
a reference to the Palestinians.
Sadat kissed Carter on both cheeks as
Lhe American leader got off Air Force
One at Cairo airport. Then the two
presidents waved to the throngs who

Sex Discrimination
Charge Against
MSU To Be Heard
A public hearing on a charge of "sex
discrimination in employment" has
been scheduled here Monday by the
Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights.
According to the notice of the
hearing, the charges have been filed by
eight faculty members of the Department of Nursing at Murray State
University who allege that MSU denied
them equal wages because of their sex.
The notice says that Murray State
"denies having discriminated against
the complainants.
The hearing will convene at 10 a.m.
Monday. March 12, in the Council Room
of Murray City Hall and will be
presided over by commission chairman
Edmund P. Karen) of Louisville.

lined their route to the palace in the
suburb of Kubeh.
As the motorcade passed about 300
doves were released and flew into the
sky. Onlookers cheered, jumped up and
down and waved handkerchiefs. The
eight-mile drive took 55 minutes.
At the palace both leaders appeared
on a balcony to speak. Sadat praised
Carter warmly, calling him "My dear
friend and brother."
"Never before has an American
president been so firm in his devotion to
peace," said Sadat, speaking in
English.
But Sadat also said "We are determined to enable our Palestinian
brothers to realize their national rights
and regain their freedom. In the days
ahead we will be working togeher to
make these cherished hopes a living
reality."
Tens of thousands of spectators
began gathering early along the route
of Carter's eight-mile motorcade from
the airport to Kubbeh palace. Students
rushed to finish a 40-foot high white
dove of peace for the procession.
The dove, mounted on a bus chassis,
had flapping wings, an olive branch in
its beak and 300 live doves inside for
release as Egyptian entertainers sang
to the roadside crowds about peace.
After trying to convince President
Anwar Sadat to settle remaining diP
ferences with Israel, Carter will shuttle
to Jerusalem on Saturday. There, he
will try to convince Prime Minister
Menachem Begin to sit down with Sadat
and sign a treaty between the two
nations.
The pact would end three decades of
hostility.
Signs of optimism abounded. Sadat's
cabinet studied U.S. suggestions for the
treaty. Egyptian officials called Carter's visit "the final sprint to peace."
And Begin said, "I am hopeful." While
U.S. officials said too many details
remain for Carter to complete a treaty
for signing, they did not rule out
initialing one.
Nonetheless, Carter told about 40
members of Congress who met with
him at the White House shortly before
he left that he was not sure of success.
"He said he had no deal," said Rep.
Edward Derwinski,

Parks Board To
Meet On Tuesday
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will hold its next meeting at 5:30
p.m. Tuesday March 13 at the Calloway
County Court House, according to Gary
Hohman, parks director.
Items on the agenda for the meeting
include a special committee report on
the freight depot by Sid Easley, a
construction committee report on the
utilization of grant funds and a finance
committee report on umpires and
scorekeepers, Hohrnan said.

Wholesale Figures Up 1 Percent

Food Prices Pace Increase
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Food prices
jumped sharply in February for the
second straight month to pace a 1
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partial
clearing
Cloudy this morning but with
partial clearing late this afternoon. Highs in the upper 40s
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows in
the low 30s. Increasing cloudiness
Friday with rain likely in the
fternoon. Highs in the mid 50s

percent increase in wholesale prices,
the Labor Department reported today.
The wholesale price rises were not
quite as steep as those recorded in
January, but they were high enough to
guarantee consumers a further boost in
retail prices in coming months.
Wholesale price increases for beef
and veal slowed from January, from
13.3 percent to 4.7 percent in February.
But vegetables, pork, sugar,,fruit and
fish showed sharper boosts last month.
Hefty price rises also were recorded
for shoes, tires, gasoline and alcoholic
beverages.
The latest rise in wholesale prices,
involving goods at the stage just before
they reach store shelves, compared
with a 1.3 percent jump in January, the
sharpest one-month increase in four
years.
The latest report gave the Carter
administration another setback in its
efforts to control inflation, which is
running above 9 percent a year.
Last year, there was only one month
— April — in which wholesale prices
rose as much as 1 percent or more. The
latest rise in wholesale pricrs translates into a. 12.7 percent annual increaSe.
Food prices in February jumped 1.6
Percent, equal to an annual rate of
more than 21 percent. In January, food

prices at wholesale rose 1.8 percent.
The report confirmed findings
released by the administration Wednesday that farm prices have been
rising at an annual clip of 40 percent
since November.
In response to the sharp rise in farm
prices, which the government concedes
will continue for a while, President
Carter's chief inflation fighter, Alfred
E.. Kahn, said Wednesday that officials
are considering ways of slowing price
hikes at the farm level.
Last month, the Labor Department
reported that large price jumps for beef
and veal boosted wholesale prices by
1.3 percent in January, the biggest
monthly increase in four years. The
one-month rise translated into an annual rate of more than 16 percent.
That was followed by a report that
retail prices in January jumped 0.9
percent, which would mean an 11.4
percent inflation rate if that trend held
all year.
Although administration officials
expected another large rise in
wholesale prices during February,
forecasters at Georgia State UniverBusiness
of
College
sity's
Administration predicted February's
rise in wholesale prices would be less
than that in January, primarily
because food prices were rising more
slowly.

The Council on Wage and Price
Stability reported Wednesday that
prices farmers received for their
products during November, December
and January rose at a 40 percent annual
rate "and preliminary data for
February indicate continued large
increases."
By comparison,farm prices rose 21.7
percent in 1978. At the consumer level,
retail food prices last year rose 11.6
percent, but increases for meat,
poultry, fish and eggs were nearly
double that.
Overall consumer prices rose 9
percent last year.
Farm prices come at the early stages
.ycle and do
of the farmer-to-consumer't
not affect the government's wholesale
price report for several months.
In other economic developments
Wednesday:
— The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board said the effective interest rate
families were charged for conventional
mortagages on new homes was 10.18
percent in February, the same as in
January.
— Charles Curtis, chairman of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, said some natural gas prices
already have increased by as much as
40 percent in the few months 'since
Congress lifted price controls late last
year,
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Educate natural reflexes

eeltg

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am
an 83-year-old woman and in
good health except for constipation, which I've had
most of my life. I take
Metamucil for bulk and
about one-fourth teaspoon of
Senokot. Also, I take mineral oil for lubrication and
that seems to help.
I drink lots of water, get
exercise arid drive my own
car. I only weigh 82 pounds
and I'm 4 feet 11 inches tall.
What is the best time for me
to take medicine like I'm
taking? Should I take mineral oil at bedtime on an
empty stomach? Also. I take
Metamucil and the Senokot

in a glass of milk. Should
this be taken at bedtime too'
Kindly get me straight.
DEAR READER -- I'm
sorry to hear that you're
taking so many things for
your bowel function. Sometimes it'S very difficult to
reverse such a pattern, particularly if it is a longstanding habit of many
years as seems to be your
case.
The bowel usually functions normally in most people if it's not abused.
Unfortunately, many people do abuse the colon by
using harsh laxatives, eating the wrong foods and

developing habits that don't
permit the colon to establish
its own rhythm and natural
function.
Senokot l.a a chemical laxative. I am sending you the
Health Letter number 12-8,
Laxatives, Enemas and Suppositories, to give you more
information on these products. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long\ stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to rue
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. Chemical laxatives
stimulate the colon to con-

traci and it is wrong to take

these all the time.
Mineral oil has a lot of
drawbacks and I think the
best choice here would be to
stop it entirely. People who
use mineral oil sometimes
make it difficult for their
own small intestine to absorb important vitamins arid
minerals. Besides that, part
of the mineral oil is absorbed and is treated as a
foreign body inside the
organs. Then, of course, it
has the unpleasant social
problem of sometimes leaking through the rectum. I'm
afraid I just can't recommend mineral oil.
The Metamucil, of course,
provides bulk. Often that is
what a person needs and,
hopefully, most people will
get it from natural food
products. The best ones are
the cereal fibers which you
can get from whole grain
cereals that provide bran.
A proper diet that includes
a sufficient amount of bulk,
an adequate amount of liquids and an exercise program and proper bowel
training go a long way
toward solving the problems
of chronic constipation.
How do you train the
bowel? You eat a good
breakfast that includes an
adequate amount of bran
and at least two large
glasses of fluids and then go
to the bathroom. You make
the trip to the bathroom
daily, whether or not there is
any elimination,,,You may
need to use an enema every
three days or so until the
reflex action is established.
In the course of time, by
following this ritual, you can
educate the natural reflexes
that occur in your body and
solve your problem.
You can take your Metamucil any time of the day
or even twice a day, if you
wish, or you can use foods
that contain bulk for breakfast and other meals as well.
I would surely like to see you
—get off the chemical laxative
habit and the mineral oil.

_ CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-H Club Members attending the Area Achievement tunAeon held at Mayfield were, left to right, front row, Dana Cunningham, Jennifer
Jarrett, middle row, Michelle Jarrett, David Grady, Debbie Kay, Rachel Garland, back
row, Raymond Grady, Leigh Ann Steely, Gaye Martin, Deana Cunningham, and Tracy
•Heat rises, so if your radiators
Beach. Not pictured is Marcia Ford, Don Farmer of the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
and hot air registers are dirty,
that dirt will rise, too — and
College was the speaker for the 4-H members and their parents from Calloway Counthen rain down on your furnity and other counties of the Purchase Area. Receiving area champion awards for
ture. Your vacuum cleaner's
achievement records from Calloway were Lisa Mikulcik, David Grady, Marcia Ford,
crevice tool will reach into the
narrow spaces of a radiator,
Tracy Beach,Staci Tidwell, Raymond Grady, Gaye Martin, Rachel Garland, and Michelle
and the dusting brush will
Jarrett. Blue ribbon winners were Leigh Ann Steely, Shelly Ward, Denise Randolph, Jenmake short work of dirty regit
nifer larrett Debbie key Anne-Marie Hale, Deana Cunnintitiam and David Heathcott
and gratings.
-4>:<-241141, ters

Mahan & Smith Vows
To Be Read June 1

STOP
LOOK
AND
READ

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Mahan of Fulton announce the
engagement of their daughter, Ann Fields, to William Alton
Smith, Jr., of Lexington, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Alton
Smith,Sr., of Murray.
Miss Mahan is the granddaughter of Mrs. Hoyt Moore and
the late Mr. Moore and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C.
Mahan.
Mr. Smith is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. Matt
Smith and the late Judge and Mrs. William Edward Jones.
The bride-elect is a graduate of the University of Kentucky
where she was a member of Chi Omega sorority. She will
receive an associate degree in nursing from the Lexington
Technical Institute in May.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Vanderbilt University and
will graduate from the University of Kentucky College of
Medicine in May.
Both Miss Mahan and Mr. Smith are members of Phi Beta
Kappa.
The wedding is planned for Friday, June 1, at 6:30 p.m. at
the First United Methodist Church, Fulton. All friends are invited to attend.
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Miss Ann Fields Mahan

The earth's surface is constantly gaining weight because of a steady dustf all of
small meteoritic particles.
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CONSUMPTION
FRUIT
GOING UP
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) —
Americans are eating more
fruit, says economist E.A.
Proctor of North Carolina State
University, who suggests as
reasons for this trend that-con
sumers are becoming more
aware of the nutritional values
of fruits and that disposable-income levels are rising.

S.

2-FOR-11 SALE
GINGER
JARS

In rainbow colors and more exciting collection of styles with
white pleated shades and mushroom shiered pleated shades-YOUR CHOICE

Buy one at '295° & Pay
Only 1 For The Other

win

It's that time of year!
That is, the time of
year when people are
eager to look for a new
home.
We have one suggestion that we would like
to share with you . . .
IT'S A EL 5TEp SO
MAKE SURE IT'S THE
HOME YOU WANT!
Oh, one more thing,
don't forget that we're
here to help you with
your First Mortgage
Home Loan.
Good luck househunting!

IN OUR SPECIAL COLLECTION OF STYLES
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY, MARCH 11th

MAR-KEL LIGHTING
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER - PARIS. TENN.

NEW SPRING HOURS: 10 A.M. TIL 8 P.M. MON.THRU SAT.

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION

PADUCAH,KY.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

\yk

Fraates Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)IY114
A private matter may be
bothering a loved one. Still,
you might suggest an outing
for the two of you, but don't
stay out too late.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Too much socializing may
be to your detriment now.
You'll -accomplish more in
private. Relations with friends
are tricky.
By Abigail Van Buren
GEMINI
1079 by Chicago TheuneN Y News Sync) Inc
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be in the mood to
DEAR ABBY: My problem is a silent husband. He sudden- talk to some people and not to
ly quit talking to me and he won't tell me why.
others. Make sure your words
The first time he clammed up we were married only six truly reflect your thoughts and
months. All of a sudden he wasn't speaking to me, and no feelings.
-amount of begging on my part could make him tell me what I CANCER
had done wrong. He wouldn't look at me or talk to me for (June 21 to July 22)
three whole days. Then,all of a sudden, he started talking to
Better deal with those at the
me just like nothing had happened. I found out four years top re financial matters.
later that he stopped talking that first time because I used Otherwise, your
efforts may
his car and didn't fill up the gas tank!
prove to be fruitless. Watch
I could write a book on the different times he clammed up.
The record was 13 days, and I still don't know the reason for spending.
that one. We have three children, the youngest is 5, so I'm LEO
(July 23 to Aug.
trying to see it through, but it is rough.
Everything may not be to
What is the matter with a man who acts this way?
SILENT TREATMENT your advantage re a financial
deal. Distant ties seem more
DEAR TREATMENT: I don't know, but if I were you I appreciative of your good
would try to find out. He could be immature, sick, or just points than close ones.
plain ugly. Your husband sounds as though he has a lot of VIRGO
words stored up which may need to be unloaded in a doctor's ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
office. I recommend counseling. If he won't go, go alone, and
Avoid a power struggle re
learn how to communicate with your silent partner.
finances. You may be feeling a
bit anti-social now, yet your
, DEAR ABBY: If a person wants to be hypnotized to lose privacy may be interrupted
weight, quit smoking, eliminate pain during childbirth, despite your wishes.
surgery or dental work or for any other legitimate reason, LIBRA
-Merl
where does he find an honest, qualified hypnotist?
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
—
I don't want one who hypnotizes people for fun Or enterDon't let pride keep you
tainment. I want a hypnotist with the best credentials who from
doing what is expected of
meets the highest professional standards.
INTERESTEn IN OHIO you. Talks with friends go
better than personal confrontations.
American
Society
of
DEAR INTERESTED: Write to:
_Clinical Hypnosis, 2400 East Devon Ave., Suite 212, Des SCORPIO
Plaines, Ill. 60018. They recommend only the most highly (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt-eV
qualified hypnotists.
Don't pry into the affairs of
a close one. It may be none of
DEAR ABBY: The lady signed TRAPPED, who your business. Work is your
scovered that her husband had been unfaithful after 25 ._,best bet for career progress.
years, could have been written by my mother, only she and Bypass shortcuts.
Dad have been married only 19 years.
SAGITTARIUS
About three months ago she caught Dad in a situation like (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) f44
i4tir
that. She says there will be no divorce, but she has locked
A newly met acquaintance
him out of their bedroom. Now Dad sleeps with my little should not be invited to your
brother.
home. If traveling make sure
,, He has begged Mom to give him another chance, but she
home front is secure. Inthe
that
won't. I am the eldest (16) but I am old enough to know
laws
seem difficult.
any woman trapped because she can't forgive, has trapped
CAPRICORN
Art herself.
SORRY FOR DAD (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vo
Don't be quick to sign a
DEAR SORRY: You may be young, but you are very paper you don't quite understand. Property matters
wise.
are favored, but other
DEAR ABBY: Here's how our family decided who should business matters need watching.
get what after Granny died and left no will.
We all got together and cut the cards. High man got the AQUARIUS
Item if more than one of us wanted it.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
NO qUIBBLING
Finances are somewhat
under strain. Don't let these
matters disturb personal
relationships. Be direct, but
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
non-argumentative.
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
PISCES
-1
81 and a long, stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope, iFeb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC
•A
please.
Relations with co-workers

She Could Use
A Clam Opener

nap-

22)412tiftZ

n)

jib
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are iffy right now. Do your are multi-talented. Some of
part to maintain cordiality. the fields open to you include
Avoid overwork and, if tired, acting, writing, science,
religion, medicine, and
do get some rest.
teaching. Often, you choose a
YOU BORN TODAY have a profession in the arts as the
strong sense of public service medium through which you
and are drawn to politics. express your concern for your
Your Piscean nature, though, fellowman. Birthdate of:
would prefer a background Mickey Spillane, mystery
position rather than the writer; Yuri Gagarin, Soviet
limelight. Avoid a tendency to cosmonaut; and Vyacheslav
scatter your energies, for you Molotov, Soviet diplomat.

Lottie Hurt Presents Lesson At Meet
Lottie Hurt presented the
lesson on "Decorating Tips
and Wallpaper" at the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday,Feb. 14, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Group singing was led by
the song chairman, Lurene
Cooper, with Louise Short at
the piano. Dorothy Simon led
in several games.
Ola Outland, president,
presided with the minutes and
roll call by Shirley Werts.
Mrs. Cooper read the scripture from Psalms 18:24 and a
poem,"Just For Today."

Cards were sent to the ill
members who were Bobbie
Cook, Lucy Alderdice, and
Dolly Lorenz.
Other members present
were Gussie Adams, Iva
Alford, Ruby Kelly, Katie
Overcast, Payte Overcast,
and Rosina Zimmerman. Two
visitors were Leola Erwin and
Shirley Reamers.
The club will meet Wednesday, March 14, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with the lessons
to be on "Colors In the Home"
by Lottie Hurt; "Micro-Wave
Foods" by Bobbie Cook; and
"The Look of Spring" by
Rosins Zimmerman.

RESOURCE ROOM — Pictured is Ms. Renee Bristow helping
Norman Landers and
Michael Davenport to improve their reading and
math skills at North Callowa
Elementary. The students are working in Readers Digest
Series to improve their comprehension.

Positively
spring ...

MICHELSON'S
etedeitek
4. LADIES'
CLUSTERS
TO /
1 2 OFF'

soft, flowing
dresses.

MEN'S
CLUSTERS
25%To50%

LADIES' SOLITAIRES

30% OFFTO 50%
PENDANTS and
EARRINGS
Your Choice

-Iambi
0 0 OFF
Beautiful,fashionable dresses
designed for the woman who appreciates
quality and good looks can be found
at Bright's your fashion leader in
Murray. The vast array of styles and
fashion colors add up to great
wardrobe versatility. Why not browse
through our large department and
see for yourself. Junior, missy and
half-sizes. 38.00 to 79.011

• Onyx • Opals
• Birthstones
• Masonic• Roby
• Garnets • Etc.

ALL NEW
CHILDREN'S
SPRING & SUMMER

selby

SHOES
$500
CONVERSE
SHOES $500

ALL SALE
MERCHANDISE
ON SALE AT

PAUL WINSLOW'S
OLD LOCATION
The

SHOE LOFT
Olympic Plaza

ALL
SPRING

140

CHAINS
BRACELETS
FASHION
HAIRS

SHOES

25%

\
—

...---,11111110aLs

Selby Brings You

Sandaling Ease

ENTIRE STOCK

Off

0% OFF
MICHELSON'S
ç.

Like Never Before:
Why not make this spring your breeziest one yet? Step into this plush,
medium-heeled sandal and you're off to a good start' So snug and wellfitting. Quietly fashion-conscious too. It's sensibly Selby! Black patent or
bone leather at 31.00.
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Events Listed Pot- Community Calenda
Thursday,Mardi
Members of the Murray Art
Guild will meet in the afternoon for painting flowers in
any medium at the guild.
Murray Music Teachers
Association will present their
advanced piano students in a
recital at 7:30 p.m. in the choir
room, second floor, new Fine
Arts Building* Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
First
Region
Boys
Basketball Tournament will
continue at the Murray State
Fieldhouse.
Piano recital by Charity
Hart, Rockford, Ill., will be at
8:15 p.m. at the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
the home of Mary Eva Lowe at
7 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
This will be for the chapter
inspection and all Royal Arch
Masons are urged to attend.
West Kentucky Rock Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Community Room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank. All
interested persons are invited.

Thursday, Marsh 8
Joint meeting of the Dexter
and Elm Grove Baptist
Church Women for the Week
of Prayer for home missions
program will be held at the
Dexter Church at 6:30 p.m.

Frida y,March 9
Saturday,March 11
Michael Oleksy will present
Murray ABJC Bowling
program on "Rose League will bowl at
a
Corvette
Varieties" at the Senior Lanes at 10 a.m. All
interested
Citizens Greenhouse, 1620 W. young people are invited
and
Main,from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
for information call the Lanes.

First Region Boys' High
Xi Alpha Pin Chapter of
School Basketball TourBeta Sigma Phi will meet at
nament will continue at the
the Ellis Community Center at
Murray State University
7:30 p.m.
Fieldhouse with games to
start at 7 p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Student exhibits by Susan
the home of Nancy Herndon at
M. Sherrard, Radcliff, prints;
7 p.m.
John M. Frederick, Clay,
sculpture and painting, and
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
Sharen S. Johnson, Louisville,
World is scheduled to meet at
prints, will be on display at the
the Triangle Restaurant at 6
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
p.m.
Arts Center, Murray State,
through March 28.
Independence
United
Methodist Church Women are
Golden Age Club will meet
scheduled to meet at the
at the social hall at 12 noon for
church at 7 p.m.
a potluck luncheon. Bill
Phillips, attorney, will speak
Friday, March 9
Rummage sale by Christian at 1 p.m.
Women's Fellowship will be in
Saturday, March 10
the basement of the First
Christian Church from 1 to
Student singers, high school
5:30 p.m. Persons may use the through adult, from across
back entrance and back Kentucky will be performing
parking lot.
for evaluation by panels of
judges previously selected
Elm Grove Baptist Church from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the
Women will meet at the home Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts
for
p.m.
1:30
June
Crider
at
of
Center, Murray State. This is
the Week of Prayer program. sponsored by the
National
Association of Teachers of
North Murray Homemakers Singing with Prof. Carl
Club will meet at the home of Rogers as campus
coorMrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p.m. dinator.

Hours for the Murray State
University
Libraries,
Waterfield and Pogue, will be
open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
have its luncheon honoring the
Good Citizens from the local
high schools at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 12
noon.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics. For information
call 437-4229.
Rummage sale by Christian
Women's Fellowship will be in
the basement of the First
Christian Church from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Persons may use the
back entrance and back
parking lot.
Piano contests for high
school musicians will be from
8 a.m. to 12 noon in the recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State. This is sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association.
West Kentucky Polled
Hereford show and Sale will
be from 9 a.m. to noon at the
West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.

First Region Boys' High
School Basketball Tournament finals will be played at
8 p.in, at the Murray State
Fieldhouse.
First spring half-semester
will end
with classes
dismissed at 12 noon for spring
vacation at Murray State
University.
Murray State will play
Indiana State in tennis at 1
p.m. at the Murray State
University Courts.
Sunday, March 11
Sunday School Teachers
Appreciation Banquet will be
held at the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church following the
morning worship services in
the fellowship hall of the
church.
Family supper by the
University Church of Christ
will be held in the church
annex following the 6 p.m.
worship services. A potluck
meal will be served.

MURRAY HAIRDRESSERS — Tina Olson, pictured right, top photo, president of the
Murray Affiliate No. 10 of the National Hairdressers, presented an appreciation plaque
to Debbie Griffin, pictured left, top photo,for her two years of service as president at
the meeting of the Affiliate held at the Ezell Beauty School on Feb. 12. In the bottom
photo Patricia Mullins, seated, electrologist, presented the program on 'Permanent
Hair Removal' at the meeting. Shown with Mrs. Mullins are, left to right, Leta Taylor,
Tina Olson, and Mary Roberts with Kay Dalton in the back. The next meeting of the Affiliate will be on Apri 9.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Filbeck
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception, hosted by their
children, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the fellowship hall of the Oak
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. The
family requests that guests
not bring gifts.

.• f

Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be closed today.

New Concord Homemakers Club
Has Meet At Montgomery Home

Compare
this value!
Diamond
Cluster
Rings
Your choice

'129
ALL DIAMONDS
FULLY BONDED
AND
GUARANTEED

Mary Montgomery opened
her home for the meeting of
the
New
Concord
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, Feb. 14, at 1 p.m.
with the president, Mrs.
Charlie
Stubblefield,
presiding and Mrs. Ed Davis,
cultural arts chairman,giving
the devotion.
Mrs. Rainey Lovins read the
thought for the month: "Each
moment of the year has its
own beauty, a picture which
was never seen before, and
which shall nwer be seen
again."
The major lesson,
book
report on Gone With The Wind
by Margaret Mitchell, was
presented by Mrs. Davis who
also touched briefly on the life
of the author who died in 1949
at Atlanta, Ga.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Lovins,and
the secretary's report was
given by Mrs. Effie Edwards.
The hostess, Miss Mon-

Pacers Homemakers
Club Holds Meeting

Look
What Hopped
In At Our
Store!

The Pacers Homemakers
Club met at the Sirloin
Stockade on Wednesday, Feb.
14, for a luncheon meeting.
Nine members were present
including one new member,
Frances Brown.
Lessons presented at the
meeting
included
"Wallpapering Tips" by
Florene Shoemaker; "Living
Comfortably With the Energy
Crisis" by Jane Barnett; and
"Counting Calories" by Fay
Jacks.
The next meeting
be
held on Wednesday, March 14,
at 9:30 a.m, at the home of
Wilma Beatty.

COOKING
IS FUN
By CEC I LT BR OW NSTONE
Associated Press Food Eato.

Plush Bunnies
By Dankin

Downtown
Court Square
Murray

BRUNCH FOR TWO
Cottage Pancakes
Coffee
COTTAGE PANCAKES
Delicate and delightful flavf,r
light texture.
2 large eggs
L2 cup creamstyle
small-curd cottage
cheese
1^2 cup commercial sour
cream
1 tepoon sugar
teaspoon salt
t'2 cup thoroughly
fork-stirred flour
Beat eggs slightly. Add
lieese, sour cream, sugar and
salt; beat just enough to distribute these ingredients _
mixture will not be smooth.
Gradually fold in flour. Drop by
Iva cupfuls well apart, onto a
hot, oiled griddle; balegntil
dry around the edges; turn and
brown other sides. Serve with
jam or jelly and extra sour
cream. Makes about 8.

tgomery, was assisted by Mrs.
Stubblefield
in serving
refreshments buffet style
from the table decorated in
WARM PANS
the Valentine motif, to the
Before
putting anything in
eight members present. Two
little visitors were Dare your baking pans, hold them
Mitchell and Paige Patterson. upside down for a few
The club will meet Wed- moments under hot water.
nesday, March 14, at 1 p.m. in Grease will then spread easily
the home of Mrs. Bessie Dunn. and evenly on the inside.

Our Spring Arrivals Include:

Burl Furniture

=1Pier 1imports

Bel-Air
Center

Our business is
your business
Savings Programs
Available at Maximum
Rates Allowed By Banking Law.
90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity. $1,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, $1,000 minimum
6 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum

EH. Annual Yield if Paid Annually
51
/
2%
1%
Ur%
7'4%
VA%
PAX

5.653
6.183
6.715
7.518 '
7.781
8.051

9.415%
Effective 3-8-18 thre 3-1449 Money Market Certificates
New rates established weekly
Six months, $10,000 minimum
Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re -written within ten days after the
maturity of the existing
Certificate.

PENALTY FOR WITHDRAWAL PRIOR LQ_MATURITY OF A TIME DEPOSIT
As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5. 1973, you may not withdraw
all or any part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such
request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does
consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.
(7

The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn
at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and
the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the
depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the date of the deposit,
whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor
shall be deducted from the amount
requested by the depositor to be withdrawn.

Bank of
Murray
•

FDIC
A
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EDITORIAL

Oh Those
Potholes!

he
ue
at
im
,nt
or,

Everyone_ loves the idea of
warmer weather emerging after months of cold, snow and
sleet. It's a great feeling to
begin planning to pack away all
those heavy winter clothes.
One sure sign of spring-like
weather that few look forward
to is the emergence of potholefilled streets. And that is just
what is happening all across
the area now.
Those who know say that the
wear and tear on the roads was
!: not all that bad this winter.
However, they say damage
from the bitter cold of the two
I, previous winters is now beginning to show up in road surfaces that are totally cracking
up. The potholes popping up
now are only the beginning,
they advise.
What this means — other
than the need for aligning
wheels after hitting a pothole —
is that tax dollars in ever
greater quantity must go into
across-the-board road repair
programs.
Already, local governments
appropriate large sums to
streets, alleys and highways.
This will have to be increased.
Patches will just not do on
many eroded roads,the experts
say. A complete rebuilding and
resurfacing of many of these
roads will be necessary.

Unfortunately, this need for
more tax dollars comes at a
time when the recent special
session of the General Assembly voted a ceiling of four percent on property tax revenue on
which local governments
depend heavily. It was a
misguided attempt at tax
relief.
Local governments may have
to begin borrowing funds from
other projects to fix the roads.
Some programs may undergo a
major trimming or be done
away with.
However, the road system is
vitally necessary and local
governments must put tax
dollars to work repairing it.

k: Kentucky Closeup

ir

Craftsman Can
Restore A Relic
By GEORGE W.HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Abe
Marzian picked up needle and thread
and a hammer in 1926 and began earning a living. He worked 10 hours a day
and collected $7.50 at the end of the
week.
"It was good experience," said
Marzian, now regarded as a specialist
in his field. Some of the vehicles rolling
into his shop carry names that were
popular after the turn of the century:
Gladiator, Moon, Stearns Knight and
, Stoddard Daytona.
11' Each is treated like a priceless work
d art. "You can't be too careful.
.There's a lot of money invested in these
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1.715
1.518
/.787
B.057
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i, Marzian restores the upholstery, puts
)..on new roofs, carpets the interior, "or
c.makes whatever changes the customer
' wants. It's amazing the amount of cash
that an antique car buff will lay out just
to win a little trophy at a show.
"Not long ago, a man had me cover
the underside of the fenders to keep the
mud from getting up there."
The 68-year-old craftsman's current
project is a 1919 Cadillac. "The owner
ordered a top for it but I didn't know
what the original looked like. We finally
..., found some old pictures of one and the
' problem was solved."
Marzian also is installing leather
seats and they're expensive. "The price
of leather today varies from 81.75 to $5 a
square foot. And it can go higher if tlae
hide is imported. I recently had to ordrr
some from Scotland to meet a request."
Time passes slowly in the garage on
the outskirts of downtown Louisville.
n "You can't do a rush job on this type of
thing. Just about all of the material has
t o be held together with tacks. If you
bused staples and the judge at a show
,spotted them, he'd take off points. I also
'have trouble finding those old time
fasteners and often end up making my
own."
' Marzian learned his trade by practicing it. "I've always believed that if
you take something apart, you should
c:be able to put it back together. That
theory's worked for me — almost
ways. I tried tinkering with engines
. And found out I didn't know anything
4bout them."
t He's now on a 25-hour work week and
,.
iprepared to stay on the job as long as
here's a demand for his services.
.- "Of all the cars I've handled, my
'favorite has to be the Model A Fords.
(They could have made me rich if I'd
had the foresight to look ahead."
41 He said that a few years ago
4"General Motors was offering dealers
5 for each one they could get off the
reet because the Model A's seemed to
'ffilforever

"The smart man would have bought
up all he could find and held onto them.
Today, the Model A's are selling for a
minimum of $2,500 apiece."

"IF NIS ISTiluRSDAY,IT MUST BE CANA!"
Garrott's Galley

:. Garrott

20 Years Ago

This Has Bound To Be Some Kind
OfA CB Radio Distance Record
I am indebted to Carney Andrus for
this story, which he and I believe
reflects some kind of a long distance
record for CB radios. It appeared in the
Roswell (New Mexico) Daily Register
and was sent to Carney by L.C. Stiles, a
brother of Carney's wife, Marelle.
Stiles has lived in Roswell, of which he
is the present mayor, for many years,
and is a native Calloway Countian.
A few Sunday nights ago, a motorist
by the name of Roswellite Ruben Arizu
was driving over a high place out there
known as Apache Summit. He was
riding along peacefully listening to his
CB radio when suddenly this came over
the air:
"They are in the process of kicking in
the door!"
That statement, in a man's voice — a
voice bordering on hysteria — got
Arizu's undivided attention. A few
minutes later, he came to the little
village of Ruidosa Downs where be saw
Ralph Romero, a policeman, entering
the village's police headquarters.
Arizu quickly called Romero to his
vehicle and asked the man on the CB
channel to repeat his last statement.
Over the air, loud and clear, almost
frantic by then, the voice repeated
"They are in the process of kicking in
the door!"
"The reception was so clear,
Romero later was quoted,"that I could

+.4-4

The Story Of
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U. Col. Carroll W. (Kelly ) Guy has
been named as manager of Kyle Field
by the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board.
Deaths reported include Miss Ruth
Todd, 69, and Jimmy McCoart, 11.
Specialist Four Jerry Mitchell Gibbs
LS now stationed at Fort Bragg, N. C. He
served two tours of service in Vietnam.
Kenneth Raymond Sinclair, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sinclair of Murray
Route 1, has been named a Peace Corps
Volunteer after completing 13 weeks of
preparation in Peru.
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer spoke on
"It's What You Do With What You've
Got" at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
North Marshall beat Murray High
and South Marshall beat University
School in the semi-finals of the Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament played at the Murray
State College Sports Arena. High team
scorers were Faith with 25 for North
Marshal,Scott with 18 for Murray High,
Perry with 16 for South Marshall, and
Willoughby with 12 for University
School.

By Dorothy

and Kerby Jennings
c•prigitt,18711

hear the kicking — thump, thump,
thump. Just as clear as if it was
someone kicking the front door of our
headquarters."
++;
The policeman then asked Arizu to
question the man on the CB further.
"Where are you?" he was asked. "At
the junction of Highway 55 and 289,"
came the reply. New Mexico has no
such junction.
"Where is that?" Arizu then asked. In
a voice with a hint of annoyance came
the reply: "Carrollton!"
"It was almost as if the man was
letting us know he thought we were
stupid,"CGomero recalled.
The next time, the man's voice
clearly sounded anguished: "Kentucky!
Romero glanced at his watch. It
showed 5:20. He jumped from Aritu's
car, ran into the police station, grabbed
the telephone and asked the operator to
put him through to the police in
Carrollton, Ky.
"The call went through within
seconds," he said, "and I told the man
answering the story. He said, 'That's a
lonely spot. Someone may be holding up
the gas station.' There was a click, and
the line went dead."
+++
Romero and Arizu were still in the
police station talking about how that
skip call over the CB had reached the
top of the mountain, Apache Summit,
and wondering how it all could have
been possible when the phone rang.
It was the policeman back here in
Carrollton, which is just northeast of
Louisville. He was calling to report on
the call.
"The service station operator had

closed for the day, but he hadn't gone
home," he said. "It was his wife at the
door, kicking on it attempting to get his
attention."
"Now, if that isn't one for the book,"
policeman Romero was quoted. "From
Carrollton, Kentucky, to Apache
Summit between Ruidoso and
Mescalero in New Mexico and from
Ruidoso Downs back to Carrollton just
to find out that a man's wife got her
dander up because he had not come
home for dinner!"
"You can't beat that sideband for
coverage, though," he added.
Romero was thanked by the Kentucky officer, who also told him that the
service station operator also sent his
thanks. He had been in the basement of
the building happily playing with his CB
sideband radio when his wife's kicks on
the door disrupted his pasttime.
It was then that he put out the call
that was received hundreds of miles
away in New Mexico and which brought
the police racing to his "rescue."
+++
LOOKAUXES: Add to your list of
lookalikes: Eddie Hunt, a partner in the
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods store on
Chestnut Street, and professional golfer
Lanny Watkins, who won one of the big:.ts
ones a couple weeks ago.
+++
The U.S. Constitution requires that to
• be eligible for the Presidency of the
United States, one needs only to be a
natural-born citizen, be 35 years of age
or older and be a resident of the United
States for a minimum of 14 years.
Someone quipped the other day that
President Carter would like to see the
Constitution changed to add one other
eligibility requirement: That the
candidate be an only child.

Letter To The Editor

++++++++++++++++‘
The story of Calloway County has been told and re-told many
times and were it not that the two historians of the era, it would
be difficult to select the correct stories of Calloway County. The
errors that appear, from sheer accident to purposeful design, would
not be so plentiful if the events had been faithfully handed down
from father to son or mother to daughter through four generations.
The dependence that both Collins and Perrin placed upon official
records within the governmental system, however tends to rediate a
mold fragrance of the bureaucracy.
The time has arrived to begin setting aside the old documents
of dimension, time and place, to record the everyday happenings.
For several pages, the message will be to reflect the county as it
was seen by this observer. Admittedly, the recitations will be that
from an observer as best he remembers the earliest years of this
century, but there should be little variance to that which existed in
1875 for the county was still an agricultural economy. After the
pleasurable nostalgia of family-living remembrances, the pursuit of
inquiry will hew to the line for the greater part to records left in
the files of father and son publications.
Earlier buildings were of timber construction, consequently were
subjected to ravishing flames. The fire of 1875 leveled the west side
of court square. Not imposing structures, the loss was of little consequence. The east side of the square suffered a huge loss in 1884,
but the blaze leaving the longest trail of recollections was that of
the Murray Male and Female Institute in 1905. The ashes still
remained by the time the court house burned in 1906, on the eve
of Night Rider fanatics burning the Knight clothing firm building owned by W. L. Whitnell and the new Bank of Murray building before it had opened for business at this location in 1907.
Most of the fires orginated after dark, in fact after midnight,
for many of the business houses remained open until 10 o'clock. A
few stores were alight with new electric lights early in this century,
but they were limited to a single bulb or two of less than 40 watt
capacity. Lamps were the principal source of lighting and the only
source of illumination prior to 1903. The few stragglers would set
off for home afoot in the village for the horses and wagons had left
the scene by sundown. The town siren, set off by the telephone
operator, would set up a wail to alarm the town when fire looke
out, customarily following a multiple blast of pistol firing or discharging of a shotgun. Everyone was aware this was the signal for
able bodied males, particularly the robust young men, to set off
afoot. The blazing fire served as the beacon light. Women and the
less able men would stare out of windows while children customarily slept through the hurrah.

To Be Continued

Complains About Roads
Dear Editor:
I need to say a few well chosen words
about the conditions of the gravel roads
in Calloway County. As everyone that
lives on them knows they are getting
worse every day.
The school bus doesn't come to get
my children any more because of the
awful road condition. The driver
refuses to drive down it. We must take
our 3 children to school each morning
and pick them up each afternoon. We
have had to do this almost every day
since the first of January.
We have made repeated calls to local
officials requesting that our road be
graveled. This repeated calling finally
resulted in 2 loads of gravel. More was
promised, but it was never delivered.
We left messages at the county barn
and at the home of Tommy Bogard, our
magistrate. These calls were never
returned. After finally contacting Mr.
Bogard at his home I was informed by
him that the condition of the roads were
the Lord's fault. While he did not say so
in so many words I was left with the
distinct impression that the roads
would not improve until the Lord did
something about them. To me this is
kinda like the old farmer that planted
Potatoes and then sat back waiting for
the Lord to send an earthquake to shake

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
300 years ago, the famous French
de
I,a
duc
the
nobleman,
Rochefoucauld, author of Maxims
(1878), put his finger on one of the
problems of the modernhore:
How comes it that our memories
are good enough to retain even the
minutest details of what has
befallen us, but not to recollect bow
many times we have recounted
them to the same person"!

them out of the ground so he wouldn't
have to dig them. I personally am not
willing to wait for summer to correct
the problem of wet muddy roads.
A priority system should be setup.
Roads that cannot be traveled by a
school bus, thus depriving children of
their right to a good education, must be
fixed first. When election time comes
again I'm sure that before I pull that
lever in the voting booth I will
remember the awful road conditions of
this winter and last. I will vote according to the way our officials have
acted to solve our problems. We cannot
stand another winter like the last two
we have had.
Yours truly
Stella Duncan
Murray, Ky.

Bible Thought
Jesus Christ the same yesterd.iy,
and today, and forever. Hebrews
13:8.m id life's changes, our trust in
God is a firm anchor.
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The Murray Civitan Club will sponsor
a team in the Murray Little League of
the Murray Baseball Association this
year, according to an announcement
made by John Williams of the local
club.
The Murray Girl Scouts will have
"Living Window Displays for Girl Scout
Week," March 8 to 14, at the Western
Auto Store. Troop leaders include Mrs.
Arlo Sprunger, Mrs. Edmund Steytler,
Mrs. Everett Outland, Mrs. W. H.
Solomon, and Mrs. Herbert Hughes.
Betty Charles Bondurant,daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Bondurant of
Murray, is pictured as she prepares
nylon by a new process during a
chemistry laboratory experiment at
Michigan State University, East
Lansing,Mich.
North Marshall beat Benton in the
finals of the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament,and have been
paired to meet in the first game of the
First Regional Tournament at the
Murray State College Sports Arena on
March 11. High team scorers for the
championship game were Larirner with
19 for North Marshall and Gold with 20
for Benton. Dennis Jackson of Murray
Douglas was high scorer for the district
tournament with 25 points and is the
leading scorer in the district.
Men's suits will be cleaned for 89
cents each as listed in the ad for
Murray 1-Hour Martinizing, 295 Main
Street, Murray, this week.

30 Years Ago
National 4-H Club Week, March 5-12,
is being observed in Calloway County
by the 11 local 4-H Clubs with a total of
597 boys and girls as members.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie
Edwards, 69.
Work by the Kentucky Highway
Department on the resurfacing of Highway 94, Main Street, and Highway 95,
Fourth Street, through the city of
Murray was started today.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Adams on March 3
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hendon on March 5.
Murray High School, Fourth District
runnerup, will face the runnerup of the
third district, Syrnsonia, in the First
Regional High School Basketball
Tournament on March 9 at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State College.
Fourth District winner Calvert City will
play Clinton Central, first district
winner. on March 10.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 8, the 67th
day of 1979. There are 298 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, riots and a strike
in St. Petersburg marked the beginning
of the Russian revolution.
On this date:
In 1765, the British House of Lords
passed a Stamp Act taxing the
American colonies.
In 1865, a canal was begun in the
Netherlands to connect Amsterdam
with the North Sea.
In 1894, New York became the first
state to pass a law requiring dogs to be
licensed.
In 1942, the Japanese captured
Rangoon, Burma, in World War H.
In 1970, President Makarios of
Cyprus escaped an assassination attempt when terrorist snipers shot down
his helicopter.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union put
its army in the Far East on alert as a
warning to China after a frontier clash.
Five years ago: Rep. Wilbur Mills
predicted that a congressional report
on President Nixon's tax payments
would increase pressure on him to
resign.
One year ago: The United Mine
Workers' Union bitterly denounced the
Carter administration's invoking the
Taft-Hartley law in an effort to end a
long coal walkout.
Today's hirthdays: Actress Claire
Trevor is 70. Jazz pianist Mary Lou
Williams is 68.
Thought for today: Is it a cocktail,
this feeling of joy? Or is what I feel the
real McCoy' songwriter Cole Porter.

s
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Comets End Tigers' Region Title Hopes

Corllie's Sim Nest WI te weather defensive pressure from Bred Taylor (21) and Mike Bradaim(Whist aiiikt, but ke and teammates topped Murray High 47-46 in double overtime.
Photo by Tony Wilson

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Sometimes a team just has to do
what it has to do, says C,arlisle County
coach Craynor Sloan,then hope things
turn out all right. He was right, in the
long run — definitely the L-0-N-C, run
— against Murray High last night.
The Comets, once down by as many
as 12 points in the first half, used a
slow-down offense and key play from
their two big men for a 47-46 doiibleovertime triumph over Murray High
last night in first-round action of the
First Region basketball tournament
in the MSU Sports Arena.
The loss ended the Tigers' season
and dropped them to 14-10, while
Carlisle, now 20-11, advances to one of
Friday's semifinals against Mayfield,
a 61-51 winner over Lone Oak in last
night's second game.
Carlisle held leads late in the fourth
quarter and in both overtimes, but
Murray refused to die. Ed Harcourt's
layup knotted the score at 38-all with
2:21 left in the fourth quarter, and it
was the final basket scored in
regulation.
The Comets scored four points in the
first extra period — all on free throws
more about them later — and owned
the ball and a 41-39 lead with 1:11 left.
But a Tiger steal set up Mike
Bradshaw's 12-footer with 50 seconds
left, and another steal by Murray
prevented the Comets'from getting a
last-ditch attempt. •
Then came the final overtime, one
that had the Sports Arena crowd of
3,200 in a frenzy. Carlisle's Paul
Crowley and Shaun Hook hit two free
throws each to put the Comets into a
seemingly safe position at 47-43 with
only 31 seconds remaining, but no one
toid Bradshaw.
The 6-foot senior ,needed only five
seconds to drive the lane,sink a layup
and hit a subsequ t free throw after
being fouled to pill the Tigers back
within 47-46, He then gave his team one final
chance with a steal at midcourt as
Carlisle tried vainly to kill the clock. A
tiroeout served to set the stage for the
final seven seconds.

The Tigers' inbounded the ball, but
an errant pass forced Jeff Kursave to
lunge as the ball bounded toward the
baseline, and, as he tossed it back into
play, the horn sounded and Carlisle
fans mobbed the players on the floor.
"I still think he (Kursave) was
fouled," said a disappointed Murray
High coach Cary Miller. "But- I'm not
going to knock the officials. We missed
enough easy shots to win by 20 points."
A final margin of that range didn't
appear to be out of the question in the
first half. Bradshaw sank a layup with
five minutes left in the second period
to push the Tigers up 23-11, helping
Murray to a 26-18 halftime lead.
"We're not really a slowdown type
of team," said Carlisle coach Craynor
Sloan, "but we needed a change after
that first half."
He was referring to a two-quarter
period in which the Comets hit only 4of-17 field-goal attempts, a measly 24
percent. Only their 10-of-15 performance from the free-throw line
kept Murray from eyeing a rout.
That Carlisle foul-toss total was far
more than Murray amassed the entire
game.The Tigers shot only seven free
throws — and hit four — while the
Comets connected on 19 of 22.
"I wasn't surprised that we shot so
poorly in the first half," said Sloan.
"Because our selection was so Poor."
And the Comets' two towering pivot
men,6-6ers Paul Crowley and Nathan
Hall,owned just six rebounds and four
points between them.
The pair came alive in the second
half, to say the least. Crowley hit all
five of his field-goal attempts to finish
with a game-high 14 points, and Hall
grabbed a game-high 10 rebounds.
Howard Boone, Murray High's 6-5
senior center, fouled out midway'
through the first overtime and
finished with eight points and five
rebounds.
"We coulcrn't outshoot them, and we
couldn't outrebound them," said
Sloan. "We had to do something."
What they did was sink 10-of-18 shots
after intermission (55.6 percent),
while Murray could do no better than

34.6 percent (9 of Xi).
Prior to the fourth quarter, Carlisle
County never led in the game, though
it had the opportunities after pulling
within a point on several occasions.
"Oh, I was excited on the inside,
even if it didn't show," said Sloan,
whose biggest display of emotion
down the stretch was a frown and a
glance at the scoreboard.
"I think both teams could have
played better," he said. Carlisle did in
the first round of the First District
Tournament, where it whipped

Alike Brodshow 000rly pulled out a victory for Merrily Nigh.

powerful Fulton County in the first
round to earn the right to play in the
regional.
"We had the game under control
early, but some people got in foul
trouble and we had trouble buying a
basket in the second half," said
Miller. "It's a horrible way to end the
season.
"All of my players, especially the
seniors, gave a super effort," he said
"We just ran out of time."
First-round action continues
tonight, with Marshall County facing
Paducah Tilghrnan at 7 p.m., and
Hickman County taking on Lowes at
8:45 p.m.
The semifinal winners will advance
to Saturday night's 8 p.m. final.
UMW COUNTY 47
f11-• ft-a rb ii 11)
Patti Crowley
5-7
4-4 5 3 14
Chuck Hoyden
44
1-3 6 0 9
Shaun Book
1-3
4-4 1 1 11
Kevin Hoskins
14 5-10 4 0 7
Mark'Thomason 0-6 4-4 1 3 4
Marsh Hunt
14
0-0 4 3 2
Nathan Hale
2-2
0-0 18 1 4
Totals
14-35 19-28 34 10 47
allUltltAY MGM 44
Make Bradshaw
44 2-3 3 3 1
Nick Swift
5-11 0-0 7 1 1
Howard Boone
4-7 04 5 5
Ed Harcourt
3-13 2,4 8 4
Jeff Karsave
4-10 04 5 1
Elrod Taylor
14 04 3 3
Howie Cr1ttandoa
0-0 0-0 0 1
Totals
2148 4-7 38 18 46
Carllsie
11 7 13 7 3 6-47
Murray
13 11 8 4 3 5.44

What's Up
Boys First Region Basketball
in the MSU Sports Arena

Tonight
Marshall County (20-7) vs Paducah Tilghman
(15-10),7 p.m.
Hickman County (23-7) vs Lowes,8:45.
Friday
Semifinals - Carlisle County (20-11) vs Mayfield
(27-4), 7 p.m.; Marshall-Tilghman winner vs
Hiclanan-Lowes winner,8:45.
Saturday
Championship game,8 p.m.

Clemson's Slow-Down Tactics
l'Earn NIT Victory Over Wildcats
.•

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
_LEXINGTON
Clemson's
masterful use of a delay game
: and Billy Williams' clutch
play in overtime boosted the
Tigers past homestanding
Kentucky and into the second
,round of the National
Invitation Tournament.
The Tigers repeatedly
staved off the Wildcats in the
extra period for a 68-67 victory
as the clock struck midnight

for a Kentucky team trying for game plan to hold the ball. If
a Cinderella 20-win season.
we had played 40 minutes of
"Just about the time we run-and-shoot basketball, as
were beginning to play good, we like to do, there would have
the season had to end, to end been guys coming off our
too soon," said Kentucky bench that you never heard
Coachloe Hall.
"It was a pretty good ball
Kentucky's Truman Claytor
game," said Tiger Coach Bill banked in a 15-foot rump shot
Foster, "a great win for us that knotted the game at 18-18
and our program. The delay with 11:20 to go in the first half
game was very good to us in when the Tigers first used the
the first half and again in the slow-down ploy.
second. We didn't have a preThey ran off the next 9:20

A really great package

14 COLOR PORTRAITS
DI POSIT WE
BALANCE 5900
RE( I, Al Ul 329 49
A‘ S20 00

2 POSES/14 PORTRAITS/28 x 10, 2 5 x 7,10 WALLETS
'All ages weir ome 'Groups $1 00 extra per person 'Compar
than 72c per portrait •Sc enir hac kgrounds available 'Fast e the value at less
delivery •Satisfac
non guaranteed or deposit refunded 'Complete package
orders
only
• Always
friendly, professional servic

before Clemson's Marvin
Dickerson was whistled for a
five-second violation that
forced a jump ball. Kentucky was unable to
capitalize, however, as Fred
Cowan missed a jumper in the
lane and the 18-18 score stood
up through halftime.
Hall clearly was displeased
about the stall, although he
previously said he expected it.
"I'm not going to secondguess another coach," he said.
"He won the game and did a
fine job. Whatever he did
worked out right."
•'I know it's not popular in
the state of Kentucky, but it's
pretty damned popular in
South Carolina," Foster said.
The Tigers used the stall
periodically in the second half
and overtime to protect leads
and force Kentucky into
fouling situations.
Williams scored five of his
16 points in the overtime, but
defensive lapses cost the
Wildcats dearly, especially
when Chubby Williams broke
free for a back door layup that
iced the game at 66-63 with 32
seconds to go in overtime.
Kyle Macy, who led all scorers
with 20 points, sank a 15-footer
at the buzzer for the final
margin.
"Our guys kept their
composure," Foster said."We
did a good job of keeping the
ball away from them late in
the game. I didn't know
whether we could do that,
since Kentucky is so quick. I
sure like our chances in the
NIT better than I did before
we came up here."
Bob Conrad added 15 points
for Clemson, while Dickerson
scored 11 and Derrick Johnson
10. Cowan netted 15 for
Kentucky, Claytor 12 and
LaVon Williams 10.
Clemson, 19-9, advances to
the NIT second round against
Old Dominion, an 83-81 victor
over Wagner. Kentucky
finished 19-12.
CLEMSON Iii
Nance 2044. Dickerson 5 1-211 1 any.
bell 431 IL Conrad 474 15, B Williains 4 4-5
Johnson 50-1 It Wyatt 00.0 0. lac lis i2 4 Totals 27 14-21 01
KENTUCKY tS7i
Vercipther 314 11, I. Williams 1,1
Conan 30.13 15. Macy 1 2-231. Clityk, 04
12. Getseffinger * 114 11. Casey 0 ,111 0.
%idler 2044. Tillman 0040. Total, 21 111.
3147
Halftime - Clemson 11I. Kent
is.
Regulation 56-65 riltalP11
ons.
Campbell. I. W4i,am

"LAST 3 DAYS"

Thurs., Fri., Sat., March 8-9-10
Photo Hours: Daily 10-1, 2-5,6-8
Sat. 10-1,2-4:30
4

90
*Side By Side Handle Bars
*Rugged Engine
*Rear Mounted Tines

Days
Same
As
Cash
( with approved credit)

*Lightweight
Yet Heavy
Enough To Do
Big Jobs
*Easy to Handle
Recoil Start
!electric start optional)
*4 Speed Forward
*1 Reverse
*Disc-O-Matic
Drive
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Youngblood Pours In 31
As Mayfield Tops Flash,
Moves To Region Semis
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
With Wes Mills, Mayfield
looked to be the team to beat
prior to the start of the First
Region Tournament. Without
Mills in their opener against
Lone Oak, the Cardinals,
thanks primarily to David
Youngblood, still looked to be
the team to beat after last
night.
Youngblood, a bulky 6-8
senior, poured in a whopping
31 points to pace Mayfield to a
61-51 victory over the Purple
Flash in the second game of
first-round regional play in the
MSU Sports Arena.
The triumph lifted the
Cardinals into Friday's
semifinal against Carlisle
County, which stunned
Murray High 47-46 in two
overtimes in a contest that
opened the tournament last
night.
"You know, people say we
are really hurting without
Mills, and he IS our quarterback and team leader,"
Mayfield coach Roger Fields
said of his junior guard, who
was lost for the tournament
after reinjuring a knee in
practice Tuesday.
"But I think we have some
outside shooters that can get
the job done," Fields said.
Thanks to the play of
Youngblood, though, Mayfield
needed little else. He hit 13-of19 shots from the field, even
though Lone Oak many times
had defenders surrounding
him.
"Their defense had a lot to
do with our losing," said Lone
Oak coach Don Butler, whose
Purple Flash finished their
season with a 15-10 record.
-They played extremely
well."
But it was Lone Oak that did
the best playing up until
midway through the first half.

The Flash grabbed a sevenpoint advantage at
17 with
five minutes left.
Mayfield, as Yeangblood
began to assert himself,
outscored Lone Oak 13-4 the
remainder of the period for a
30-72 edge and never trailed
again.
Butler admitted that he was
willing to give Youngblood his
scoring average, as long as
his squad was able to held
down the rest of the Cardinals.
"But we didn't do a good job
at either one," he said. Forward George Williams was the
only other Mayfield player in
double figures with 14 points.
Lone Oak was paced by Ken
Hancock's 13 points, while
Stan Schiunaker and Chris
Houser added 12 and 10,
respectively.
The Purple Flash, losing
finalists to Mayfield in last

Kiddie Corps,
Like Players,
Hates Reporters
CLEARWATER, Fla. —
Petey Rose, age 9, strode into
Danny Ozark's spring training
office the other day and
confronted the manager of the
Philadelphia Phillies.
"Danny," the boy asked in
dead earnestness, "does my
pop have a chance of making
this baseball team?"

year's regional tourney, fell
by just nine points to Mayfield
during the regular season and
figured to come closer with
the toes of Mills to the Cardinals.
"We didn't even know he
wouldn't be playing for them
until after our last practice,"
said Butler. "We might have
been able to make some adjustments that would have
made a difference."
IAATVIELD 61
f5-.s ft-a rb
D. Youngblood 13-19 5-6 9
George WLIliasns 6-17 2-2 5
3-4 1-2 5
i.e Boyd
3-4 0-0 2
Andy Beale
1-6 1-2 1
David Clymer
0-0 04 0
David Wyatt
2640 9-12 24
Totals
LONE OAR St
6-10 1-2 10
Ken Hancock
Stan Schurnaker 6-10 0-0 1
4-11 2-2 3
Chris Houser
34 2-2 7
Darrell Hobbs
4-12 04 8
Brace Breber
Mark Bickerstaff 0-0 0-0 1
121-16 54 30
Totals
16 12 13
Lone Oak
13 17 14
Mayfield

pt
2
7
3
0
2
0
9

tp
31
14
7
6
3
0
61

4 13
3 12
1 10
3 9
1
0 0
12 51
10-91
17 - 61

Jeff Kursove (55)fights with Carlisle's Nathan Nall for a rebound during fourth quarter action in
the MSU Sports Arena last night. Noll grabbed a game-high 10 rebounds to help the Comets win
47-46 and advance to the First Region semifinals.
Photo'Torn Wilson

Phelps Says Eastern Could Be Surprise
By RICHARD LOWE
Associated Press Writer
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
— His Cardinals may be rear
guarding the NCAA flock of 40,
but Lamar basketball coach
Billy Tubbs says his club is
due.
And, Ed Byhre of Eastern
Kentucky, in the Mideast
Regional thanks to a foul
called three seconds after the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament's final buzzer,
hopes the Colonels' luck
matches that of the Irish —
but not Notre Dame's Fighting
Irish of late.
Before Eastern Kentucky
takes on No. 20 Tennessee, the
Conference
Southeastern
tournament winner on a 75-69
victory
over
overtime

Our Spring Arrivals Include:

Baskets-Wall 8 Planter

1Center
Pier

defending National Collegiate
Athletic Association champion
Kentucky, Tubbs' Cardinals
tangle with No. 17 Detroit.
"They've had some wins
over some pretty decent ball
clubs," he said of Detroit's
Titans. -That's the way you
get ranked. The difference in
our ball club is we haven't
beaten anybody ranked. They
have but I think it's probably
our turn now. We may be No.
40 in a field of 40 but we're in
the NCAA playoffs."
The Winner of LamarDetroit meets fourth-ranked
Michigan State on Sunday,
while the Tennessee-Eastern
Kentucky victor tips off with
No.5 Notre Dame.
Detroit Coach Dave Gaines
says he wasn't surprised the
Titans, who downed No. 11
Georgetown and No. '12
Marquette during the season,
got a bid.
"We were not surprised we
got it for we beat a lot of good
teams," he said. "We deserve
to be in that tournament. This
season was a great one for us

and I never saw a bunch of
guys work harder."
With the worst record,20-11,
of the six teams playing in
Murfreesboro, Tennessee isn't
looking past Eastern Kentucky.
"We can get things corn-

UK Gridders
Are Suspended
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON — Spring
football practice at the
University of Kentucky will
begin Friday without eight
players charged with rape and
sodomy.
The eight were placed on
disciplinary
probation
Wednesday by Coach Fran
Curci.
They also were barred from
today's professional scouts
day,during which-players will
be checked for speed, weight
and athletill ability
National F
11 Leagut
scouts

pletely out of proportion this
week if we think about
anything but Eastern, and
they're good or they wouldn't
be there," Coach Don DeVoe
said.
The Volsare0-4 in the NCAA
playoffs with losses to Dayton
and Indiana in 1967, to
Virginia Military Institute in
1976 and to Syracuse in 1977.
The mere fact that the
University of Tennessee has
never won an NCAA game will
be a great motivating factor
for us." DeVoe said. -We're
building a tradition of our
own, starting a new era of
Tennessee basketball and it
would only be proper for us to
win Tennessee's first NCAA
game. In fact, we've got the
talent to win several games."
Notre Dame coach Digger
Phelps may be preparing the

Irish -- oho droppecl their last
two ganies 4o _DePaul and
Michigan — for the Vols but
he's not counting out the other
three clubs.
"Detroit, Lamar or Eastern
Kentucky could very well be
the Cinderella team of this
year's tournament like
California-Fullerton was last
year," he said. -We're just
glad to be playing in the
tournament. We're looking
forward to it"
In last year's playoffs,
CalFullerton downed New
Mexico 90-85 and San Francisco 75-72 before losing to
Arkansas-61-58 in the regional
championship.
If the OVC tournament is
any
indicator, Eastern
Kentucky may prevent the
coach from becoming a
pumpkin.

Ozark, who said Petey never
calls him "Mister," was
stumped momentarily. Then
he managed to suppress a
smile
and
allay
the
youngster's concern.
"Well, Petey," the skipper
replied, "I'd say he has a
pretty good chance."
Will Grimsley
Happy as a kid with a toad
Pete's offspring raced out on
the field to join his com"very mature for his
panions in crime — Bret and Luzinski,
age."
Aaron Boone, Ryan Luzinski
The corps of watch-fob Phils
and Mark McGraw.
dress with their papas, join
them in calisthenics, catch
They're the
Phillies'
and bat with them during
notorious "Kiddie Korps" —
breaks in the training routine.
heirs and half-pint duplicates
They never leave the field.
of some of the men who hope
Ozark watches benignly.
to carry the talent-pocked
The Phillies are a familyPhils into a World Series.
oriented team.
They are a precocious lot,
those tykes, outfitted from cap
They say one of the reasons
to cleated leather shoes in that Rose departed his
custom-made official Philly beloved Cincinnati was imuniforms, forever underfoot, position of the "No Kids
disdainful of all the grownup Allowed" rule by the stern
folks around them.
new Reds boss, Dick Wagner.
Secure the vaults. Hide the
"Petey has been around
checkbooks. They're the
ever since he was big
baseball
potential bonus babies of the
to walk," says his
enough
1990s.
famous dad.
"Look," proudly says Pete
"I started at six months,
Rose, the Phillies' celebrated brags Petey.
83.2 million transplant,
"Six months?" someone
pointing inside his screened asked incredulously.
locker. "Four different
"Six months," snapped
uniforms just like mine.
Petey. "I could swing a bat at
They're Petey's."
All have Pete's number — six months."
All of the Philly kids have
14.
Matching numbers are the picked up adult mannerisms.
case also for Bret, 9, and They hate newspapermen.
Aaron, 5, sons of catcher Bob "Don't need 'em," the
Boone; Mark McGraw, 6, son Luzinski twig was heard to
of pitcher Tug McGraw,and 5- say. -I'm just interested in
year-old Ryan Michael playing baseball."

Never Ever Sale
You'll Never Ever Buy A New Ford For Less,

Unole,ieff Shopping Center
753-19B8

WE OPERATE ON VOLUME*
Over 200 On Our Lot and More Coming

Wards fiberglass-belted
Twin Guard tires.

Many Came In Before The Price Increase

save- SaveOn

40/1.16
/ .,P1

Luzinski, son of slugging
outfielder Greg Luzinski,
known as the "Bull."
"The kid is five going on
15," says the moon-faced

Repair
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Go 1st Class In A New Ford'
Gas Saving-Small Car-Lowest Price Ever
—

4 Ply Polyester
White Wall

'79
Ford
Pinto
MPG 32 Hwy

'79
Ford
Fiesta
MPG 46 Hwy.

FORD

1

Come,
Includes Up To 5 Quarts
lOW 40 Major Brand 011

Go-Getter 60
Get Away 60
Get Away 48

Get Away 42
Get Away 36
Get Away 24

PARKER FORD,INC.
For Thurs., Fri. & Sat. only Save 10% off our already
low prices on any appliance over $100. Save on
Freezers, Refrigerators, Stereos, TVs, Ranges, Dishwasher, Microwaves, and more

Ed West 753-3084
Carlos Jones 753-2471
David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1811
Don G. Crisman 753-1463

701 Main — 753-5273
Murray,Ky.
John Hutching 759-1916

Larry Scott 759-1811
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 759-1651
James Parker 753-5180
Joe Parker 753-2856
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ACC Teams Enjoying NIT

...*4-04YJiTo:A

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer

The Mime! PIO foursome of (from left) Howie Crittendon, Howard Boone, Greg Lotto oda coed Cory Miler meta a taw
memmmot of lost might's double-overtime contest against Carlisle County. The Tigers eventually lost 47-46.
Photo by Tony

Wilaon

Sports At A Glance
NBA Standings

College Basketball
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Wedaesday's Games
Atlanta 122. Kansas Cit.. 120. OT
Philadelphia 114, Boston 107
Seattle 99, Detroit 93
Indiana 109. Washington 105
Milwaukee 133, New Jerse) 96
Portland 103. New Orleans 102
San Diego 13*. Houston 115
Cleveland 103, Golden State 101
Ttieraday's Game
Chicago at Phoenix
Friday's Games
Seattle at New Jersey
Boston at Detroit
Portland at Indiana
Washington at Kansas Qty
Pbiladeipbia at Siiivtaakeir
Chicago at Los Angeles

MIDWEN'T
Xavier, Ohio 63, Valparaiso 60
TOURNAMENTS
NIT
First Rowel
Clemson 68, Kentucky 67, OT
Maryland 67. Rhode Island 09.3 OT
Ohio St 80, St Joseph's, Pa . 66
Old Dominion 83, Wagner 81
Virginia 79. NE Louisiana 78
Nevada-Reno 62, Oregon St. 61
NAIA
Cbarapleasblps
District 3
Dominguez Hills 52, Point Coma 50
Daniel s
Cent Wesleyan 75, Winthrop 74
District
Midwestern 93, Pram View 83
Markt II
Maryrnount 99. Kansas Newman 47 2
OT
District 11
Kearney, Neb. 80. Hastings 75
".= District 12
Dakota Wes! 44, Minot St 79
District13
St Johns, Minn., 84, Mankato St 82
District 14
Wis.-Eau Claire 61, Wis-Parkside 56
District 15
Briar Cliff 78, Lovas 61
District 18
Point Part 78, Westminster 69
District 19
Norfolk St. 91. Hampton Inst. 81
Distrkt iS
Quincy- 70, Chicago St 68
Diatrkt 21
Hanover 52, Tri-State 51
District 22
Central St., Ohio X. Dyke 69
Diable 23
Grand Valley St 45, Hinsdale 44
District 26
High Point 71. Pfeiffer 54
District 27
Birmuigharn So 210. Alabama St 79
District ts
W Va Wesleyan 73, Concord 55

MI Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens
When It Comes To
Discounts!
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No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny

The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money

Try Our Discount Cash Prices

641 So
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Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy
FILL STATE MEDICAID ESCRIPTION
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8) and Texas A&M 72-8) at
New Mexico (19-9).
The 40-team NCAA Tournament begins Friday night.
Wednesday's NIT results
also set up two second-round
games-Ohio State (18-10) vs.
Maryland (19-10) and Old
Dominion (22-6) vs. Clemson
(19-9). Virginia (19-9) will
meet tonight's St. Bonavenlure-Alabama winner while
Nevado-Reno goes against the
Texas A&M-New Mexico
survivor.
Maryland's Albert King,
who sat out the first 27
minutes with a foot injury,
scored all four points in the
third overtime to give the
Terrapins their marathon
triumph over Rhode Island.
Larry Gibson led the winners
with 17 points and King added
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Prep Basketball
Boys Games
Regissal Tiparaanseate
IstRegiea
Carlisle Co 47 Murray 46 244
Mayfield 61 Lone Oak 51
led Repos
Owensboro 85 Breckunidge Co 60
Ohio Co 69 Central City 68
itb Region
Bowling Green 70 Gamahiel 49
Barren Co 61 Lewisburg 48
Sit Regina
Bardstown Bethlehem 64 N Hardin 56
Adair Co 79 Green Co 73
Sth Regime
Scott Co 47 Oldham Co 46
Grant Co 60 Carroll Co 51
teSS Regami
•
Bracken Co 51 Montgomery Co 42
Mason Co 74 Paris 58 '
llta Regis@
Franklin Co 59 Lea Tales Creek 54
Madison Cent 7$ Mercer Co 66
11211 Regime
Wa!,ne Co 59 Boyle Co 58
Lincoln Co 61 Somerset 58
13th Region
Harlan 53 Knox Central 45
Clay Co 82 Middlesboro 63
146 keine
Fleming-Neon 77 Wolfe Co 60
Hazard 66 Knott Cent 64
1515 Region
Pikeville 73 Belfry 60
Sheldon Clark 57 Betsy Layne 56
1615 Regis.
;reenup
Merufee Co 16
Ashland 58 West Carter 49
Girls Games
lad Regime
West Hopkins 69 Caldwell Co 33
Webster Co 50 Christian Co 45
kb Regis.
Shawnee 52 Tho Jefferson 47
too Butler 71 Valley 33
Lou Doss 58 Southern 50
Western 66 Presentation 51
715 Regnsa
Lou Merry 56 Moore 50
Lou Sacred Heart 99 Atherton 67
Lou Fern Creek 51 Ballard 57
Lou Assumption 63 Manual 45
Ith Region
Dixie Hts 61 Newport 44
Cov Holy Cross 65 Ft Tho Highlands 47

*
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15. Jimmy Wright had 20 It
Rhode Island.
Virginia turned
back
Northeast Louisiana on Jeff
Lamp's baseline jumper win
seven seconds left. It canit
just 10 seconds after Calvii.
Natt, who finished with 38
points, had given the loseN
their only lead of the second
half. Natt hit all 10 second-halt
shots - he was 15-of-18 overall

Austin Ousted
PHILADELPHIA
Amateur Kathy Jordan upset
top-seeded Tracy Austin 6-3,62 and No.2 seed Dianne
Fromholtz beat South African
liana Kloss 6-1, 6-1 in the first
round of a 6125,000 women's
tennis tournament.
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Shop
True
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HARDWARE STORES

Save!

While
Supplies
Last

PRUNING SHEARS
Compact-size, all-steel
pruner with non-stick
coated blades. Coil
spring, soft vinyl grips.
Handy lock.
68
Quantities limited

991allon
A

(A)' WeatherAlr
Acrylic Latex House Paint
Our finest exterior finish lets moisture
escape to resist blistering and peeling
Fade resistant so colors stay bright HPX

(B) Marvelustre"
Latex Semi-Gloss
Durable, scrubbable finish for kitchen,
bath, bedrooms, all woodwork Resists
moisture, steam and stains

(C) E-Z Karej
Latex Flat Interior Paint

Transactions

/
4.

We kale prima.Hos rector** for

The Atlantic Coast Conference likes to think it's the
best basketball league in the
country...and you can't
dispute the claim by Wednesday night's National
Invitation
Tournament
results.
The ACC was a perfect 3-for3- by an incredibly slim total
of four points - as the 42nd
annual NIT got under way
with a half-dozen first-round
games.
Maryland was the ACC's
"big" winner, defeating
Rhode Island 67-65 at College
Park, Md....but it took the
Terrapins three overtimes to
do
it.
Meanwhile, at
Lexington, Ky., Clemson
nipped Kentucky, the 1978

national champion, 6867 in
just one overtime while
Virginia needed only the
regulation 40 minutes to
dispose
Northeast
of
Louisiana 79-78 at Charlottesville, Va.
Elsewhere, Ohio State
trounced St. Joseph's, Pa.,8066 at Columbus, Ohio,
NevadaReno outlasted Oregon
State 62-61 at Corvallis, Ore.,
and Old Dominion shaded
Wagner 83-81 at Norfolk, Va.
Tonight's remaining six
opening-round contests find
Central Michigan (19-8) at
16th-ranked Purdue (23-7),
Holy Cross (17-10) at Dayton
(18-9), Indiana (18-12) at
Texas Tech (19-10), St.
Bonaventure
(19-8)
at
Alabama (19-10), Alcorn State
(27-0) at Mississippi State (19-

Our finest interior finish for all walls
and woodwork. Scrubbable hard finish
plus the soft, flat look of latex,
EZ

BASEBALL
Americas League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS- Signed Jun
Clancy, Butch Edge and Mike Darr. pitchers; Ted Wilburn, outfielder, and Willie
Crishaw, first baseman-outfielder.
Renewed the contracts of Ernie 9/hatt and
Pat Kelly catchers, and Butch Alberts.
first baseman
Nattiest League
PHILADELPHIA PHILIJES-Signed
Dyck Ruthren, pitcher, to • five-year
contract Signed Jose Martinez and Dan
Bottum pitchers: Keith Moreland. Ozzie
Virgil and Don McCormacii, catchers. and
Todd Cruz and Jose Moreno. infielders. to
one-year contracts
HOCKEY
National Hockey Lessee
NEW YORK ISLANDERS- Recalled
Steve Tambelltni, center, Hector Marini,
right wing, and Michael Hordy, defensemen. from Fort Worth of the Central
Hockey League
SOCCER
Mortis Americus Soccer League
DF.TROIT EXPRESS-Signed Joham
Scharrnann, midfielder, for the 1979
season
FOOTBALL
National Football league
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS- Signed
Archie Maiming, quarterback
OAKLAND RAIDERS-Acquired Ken
Payne, wide reciever, from the
Philadelphia Eagles for an undisclosed
draft choice.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES- Signed
sonny Wade, quarterback, to two one-year
nntracts

Woodsmant
Solid Color Latex Stain
For the woods you live in Enhances the texture of rough
wood, beautifies smooth wood -indoors and out Ideal for
siding, shakes. shingles. paneling, cabinets, etc. Applies
easily rtriot fkki Snap and water cleanup
LS

4-PAK
BATTERIES
Choose

C or

/74

D size For
'arger toys, 'radios and
flashlights
1C.20-4

BOW
RAKE
14

4.99

welded teeth, effec
tively grab, and gather.
Ash handle
SB 14CS

Galion

13.98

itliVES5

Polyurethane
Floor Enamel

Use indoors and out on
wood, concrete, brick or
cement Withstands water,
weather, heavy traffic DP

We Imprint
Your

Invitations
air

10111111•1

50-FT. VINYL GARDEN HOSE
ipal for home, lawn and garde"
Brass couplings Coils easily
S225 51

117/ Oldsmobile Cutlass
4 Door sedan, white, 20,000 miles,
local. New car trade-in. Airconditioned, double power.

S

#1174 Checrelit Neva
2 Door, automatic, 36,000 miles,air,
double power, mint condition

I

II

11114 Oldsmobile Cattails Supreme
2 Door, blue, matching top, air,
double power, new car trade-in.

16.49-

1574 Pontiac rased Priz•
White with white vinyl top, white interior, mag wheels, air, loaded with
accessories, one owner, new car
trade-m.

/1173keel legal
2 Door, air, double power, 25,000 actual miles.

Great
Used
Cars

3-CU. FT.
WHEELBARROW
Ten inch steel ball bearing
wheel
Enameled tray
with front tray brace

Tubbier steel handle

1ST, Chevrolet Keats Carle
Burgundy, white vinyl top, factor),1
air, double power, new car trade-in

11111

763-4850

lila 111°

W3

ir

1174 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
Mack, black amyl top, black intenor. Loaded with accessories, new
car trade-in.

Obtstnut

6111v

Red Devil

We Have
"Quick Service"
•

We Now
Have

1876 Chevrolet Camaro 1.7
Black, one owner, new car trade-in
Factory air, power steering &
brakes a beauty..

CARROLL V1Ns,AUDI-MAZDA ,•

Paper Napkins
& Stationery

Rural '4"
Mailbox
US. Standa(d No I
Black or Yflute

Selection
AND
Low Price
YOU GET BOTH

4.99c
FLAT PAD PAINTING KIT
For

professional looking paint lobs Less
dripping and
splat4ring Kit includes 9 inch`pad
and specially metered
tray for even paint distribution
3973PR

Fresh
Garden
Plants

79

onth
coupon

Come
In
Today

48t

60 Yds. /
3
4-In.
Masking Tape
Protects trail walls during painting Or use
for crafts, sealing boxes, etc
C1221

COUPON EXPIRES: 317-71

Limit: One-Gape. per COMMelor
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Attendance Increase
Despite Pickets
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
Attendance has increased
slightly at some schools in the
Clever Fork area despite the
presence of picketing parents.
Another group of parents,
meanwhile, said it was trying
to work out a plan for ending
the picketing which has cut
into classroom attendance.
The demonstrators have
been protesting the Jericol
Mining Co.'s use of a former
school bus to transport nonunion
miners
to
its
strikebound Glenbrook mine.
The Jericol strike has
frequently been violent, and
the picketing parents say a
school bus carrying children
could become the object of
violence if confused with the
mine bus.
The mine bus is still yellow,
though identifying markings
have been painted out and
flashers have been removed,
and it runs on the same road
and at the same time as school
buses.
The mining company has
declined to paint it a different
color to make. it easily
distinguishable from school
buses, arguing that miners as
well as school children should
be safe on the highways.
Wednesday was the ninth
straight day that no classes
were held at Holmes Mill and
Shields elementary schools,
the schools closest to the mine.
Buses did not run to Evarts
Junior or senior highs or the
elementary schools at North
Evarts, Verda, Ages and
Black Mountain, but classes
were held.
School officials reported
'slightly better attendance
than Tuesday when about1,200
children missed school.
Superintendent Mildred
Rowland said a petition with
about 1,500 signatures had
been presented to Jericol
Mining Co. asking it to repaint the yellow bus and to
keep it off the road when
school buses were operating.
No comment had been
received from the company.

COW30Wm.
311Evci•coelm DAa.
1401W. MAIN• PHONE 153_4682

Specials Seed
ao.I. ti brim
Mar. II Hire Mar. 17 WE GUM'ACan FOOD VAMPS

At Owen's
The Customer's
King

hoe S-1
Fri nod Sat.S4

Choice Of 1 With

A!13 With
$35.00 Order

$12.50 Order

kraft
MIRACLE
WHIP

Owsn's
Best
Slab Sliced

BACON

Folgers

32 Oz.

COFFEE
$149

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase ['cluing
Tobacco I Dairy Products

1 Lb. Can

Lb.
Limit 3 Lbs.

Limn

With $12.50 *Wilma,
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products
Say-Sum Strawberry

GREEN BEANS

99'
3/s1

DiEinttie

3/1

PRESERVES
Carnation Instant

BREAKFAST

6 pk.

oz.

$119

.Texun Pink Unsweetened

:GRAPEFRUIT JUICE..

46 oz

69'

•

TOMATO JUICE

32 oz

Del Monte French Style

Cut

Rosedale

.

46 oz. Limit 3 59
'

TOMATOES

29 oz

Pillsbury

FIGURINES
Soy sum
APPLE JELLY

14oz 49C

71/; oz

Van Lear Residents
Oppose Location Of
Large Coal Tipple

lit Crunchy or Smooth

PEANUT BUTTER
Hyde Park Chunk Light

All Condensed
VAN LEAR, Ky.-( APt --- A
group called "Concerned
Citizens of Van Lear" has
organized to oppose the
location of a large coal tipple
in one of its main residential
areas.
About 100 people gathered at.
an elementary school in
Johnson County Tuesday night
to discuss what their tactics
would be at a public hearing
Thursday on air quality
control for the proposed tipple.
The tipple is being proposed
by the H. S. C. Co
the local
connections of w
are not
known. Its. o inal advertisement for the tipple was
in a Floyd County newspaper
and the tipple would be in
Johnson County.
A spokesman for the corporation said officials were
not sure where the tipple was
going to be located and that
was the reason it was advertised in a newspaper in the
wrong county.
As many as 200 people are
expected to attend the public
session at the Johnson County
Courthouse in Paintsville at 7
p.m.
Opposition to the tipple
centers on placement in a
residential area when there
are other possible locations.

Grayson Approves
Utility Realignment
GRAYSON, Ky.(AP) —The
City of Grayson has approved
a realignment of its utility
rates.
The charge for water and
sewer service has increased
and the natural gas rate
reduced under action approved by the City Council
Tuesday night.
The council says the
changes should allow each
utility to pay its own way.
Water rates increased from
the present base rate of $3 to
$4.90 for the first 2,000 gallons.
The sewer charge went up
from 50 to 75 percent of the
water bill. The base rate for
natural gas dropped from
$5.50 to $4.25 for the first 1,000
cubic feet.

59'

U.S. Choice
Boneless Belled

DETERGENT
Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Friskies

DOG FOOD

RUMP
ROAST

Hyde Pork

MILK

FrIskies Bright Eyes

Hyde Park Lo Fat

CAT FOOD

MILK

Palmolive

Hyde Pork Homogenized

Libby's Halves or Sliced
c
29 oz Limit 359

PEACHES
.7
`..V‘

al$
2
39

Sunrise Instant

COFFEE

oz S98

CHIPS AHOY
COOKIES

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS
THE FINEST MEATS IN TOWN!

COCOA
MIX

Fresh Crisp Cello

Boston Butt

RADISHES
lb

5119
I

CHICKEN FRY STEAK
TIP ROAST

$739
Lb L

lb

L

Field Pro League

WIENERS

$119
Lb

Golden Ripe

BANANAS
I Lb Bog Cello

Florida

5Ib bog

Florida Pink

GRAPEFRUIT

51b bog

Idaho Baking

POTATOES

2/25'
lb 25'
1/49'
139
119
5,. bag 19,
`

6 oz

ORANGES

BOSTON BUTT

PORK ROAST

20oz $1 89

CARROTS
$119

BACON

PRODUCE DEPT.

PIT BAKED HAM
U.S. Choice

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

With $12.60 Purchase
Excluding Tobacco I
Dairy Products
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Carnation

Owen's

PORK ROAST

oz

Green Top

LIQUID

U
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Schick
Plus
Platinum

Neo-Synephrine
,Decongestant
Nasal Spray

:_710

Dinah hip swiss
hichezee el 5

oses4
:
Crest
Toothpaste

U.S Mt
Me. MS24

2

-3 •

7.=

Prices Good Thru Sunday

Ufa.or Mist

$1"

5 Oz. Ties

ei

Ell
1. El 111
•Ir1.
•
•
•

MI

Trump
Mallory Alkaline
Duracell
Playing Cards
Batteries
Assorteret Celerful,

• NO••

•16
111 ••1
11111 11 10
111.111••
•11
1111
Cleo
All Occasion
Cards

Celle Wroppiil

Mennen
Speed Stick
Deodorant
is.„„«

24 Di. Serie

$119

2.5 Oz.

s« $178

Special Selection
Ladies

Boy's
All-Pro

$300

Reg. $2.99
kW Price

$800

Support
Bra
Sale

Curtains
Washable,50% Polyester
50% Cotton

3 Pair Package
Sizes 6-8%,8-11

Only
Buffalo
5 Piece

\‘

$3.99
Reg.6.00 $4.99
-Reg. 7.00 $5.99
Reg.8.00 $6.99
Reg.5.00

$79
I

Buffalo
30 Watt
Pencil Type

Mechanic's
Pliers
Set

Includes pliers,
vise grips,
needlenose pliers,
diagonal pliers,
& linesman pliers

$18

$500

Decorative Tier

$229

Start At

Exquisite
Form
Circle
Lift

Casual Shoes

Footballe7
Socks

:Soldeting
Iron
Only
1499 .Ritheta

$2597

Smocks
By Crest
100% Polyester
Now

25%
off

Save $5.00 $2495
Sale

Shop Uncle Jeff's All New Sporting Goods Dept. For All Your
Hunting
& Fishing Needs. Shop & Compare, You'll Find We Have
The Lowest
Prices Anywhere.

Zebco
202 Reel
& Rod

/yry. %.
to,

e$500
Single Mantel
125 to 150 Watt
Light Output
Complete with 16.4 Oz.
Propane Cylinder

Reg.$179.95 $149
95
Save ;30.00

Rifle
Will Shoot
Short-Long or
Long Rifle

Reg. 75.00
Save $6.00

Has
New Multi
Drag Feature

$69®

Single Mantel $1 337
Ife

Double Mantel

947

$1

Rodac
411
a
:44
6
Air Ratchet,
Air Hammer
& Impact Wrench

Prices
Spin Casting Low
Buffalo
Reels
Heavy Duty

Featuring 312RI„ 308RI„ 310RI.

,

Bench Grinder
Buffalo 10",2 H. P.

Gold Cast Series

•

Buffilo 8"
ki H. P.

Reg.899.99 Sale $79
99
Save $20.00

Model 552 Remington
22 Semi Automatic

Lanterns

310& 312 Medium to Heavy Spin
Casting Froshwater Reel
308 Is Light Freshwater Spin CaA Reel

312

308

3111

$1457

$1037

$1199

r-

Potting Soil
Triple Action
Top Soil
Lawn lime
Vegetable Dust
Marble S. Bark Chips
$13
Discount Prices
Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store S50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.
411, Rag

I

• fftpr011ft.

5 Speed
Bench Type

Drill Press
Save $35.00
Reg.$225 oc

190°0

$

Sale

Just Received

Sevin
Dust

IIII • II • II II II IN • III ••
III II II •• II II • III
II • Ill

V
a

Ladies

Reg.$29.95

Daiwa

3 Sizes Up To
5 Cu. Ft.
Capacity
Starting At

AM Roe
esidiles
IA Di.

For

Gear
Pull

3-4 &6Inch
Also Available

6ilft1079
$ r5d W7
U.J. Reg.
each

Wenzel

Wheelbarrows

Woolite
Liquid Cold
Water Wash

8 Inch

Combination

Yard a, Construction

$1 49
Sole Pecluzie of 4

Faberge'
Organics
Shampoo
Dr,,00.1
5 Oz.

Cepcaol
Mouthwash
and Gargle

•
Stokil Scoot

Metal & Plastic
1 & 2".2 Gal. Usable
Capacity

Size AA

2

594

Air Sprayers

II

o.,

Lysol
Disinfectant
Spray
Misinetes Odom,
Kik Newesebeid
Gorr
Glom 110z.

warp
DUR ACE L L

s. SAN1500114

Aseortiewei
kg et 10
With Isnesteps

Sao

694

Sole

Large Selection

TV
Antennas
Push-Up Poles
& Extensions
All At

& Up

Discount Prices
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Public Hearings Set For This Summer
On State Budget; Taxpayers Get Voice
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP) —
Public hearings will be held
this summer on the state
budget, giving taxpayers a
chance to say how they want
their money spent.
"I think there's going to be
far more participation this
year, because there's more
concsrn," Gordon Duke,
director of the state Office for
Policy and Management, said
Wednesday.
STUDENTS IN Barbara McCuistion fifth grade at East Calloway Elementary School are
pictured working with an experiment they made when they were studying light lori
Roberts is shown blowing a ball against a mirror. If she aims correctly ltichie Robertson
and James Daniel can predict which cup the ball will hit. Tim Torask, Marty Anderson,
Jerry Williams, Alicia Stubblefield, and Joy Hicks also learned how light is reflected.

Money will be tight in the
next biennium, and Duke said
he wants to heighten the
public's role in the budget
process.
"I want to do a better job to
explain adequately and in a

Two Killed, Seven Hurt
When Coal Truck Hits
Vehicle, Then Tavern
BRANDENBURG, Ky.
The truck was owned by
(AP) — Two women in a car A&P Clark Transport Corp.,
were killed and seven persons out of Aberdeen, Ky.,
were injured when a coal McCubbin said.
truck collided with another
McCubbin said he did not
vehicle and then smashed into know which of the injured
a tavern, setting it afire, state women was driving the car
police said.
with which the truck first
Six vehicles were involved collided.
in the Wednesday accident.
The truck collided with one
car on Kentucky Route 448,
overturned onto the car
containing the two women and
then damaged three other
vehicles, state police said.
The accident occurred at
FRANKFORT, Ky.JAP) —
Shirley & Troy's Tavern at The state
Johnstown, an unincorporated Department Transportation
has received
community about two miles approval from
the Federal
south, of Brandenburg in Railroad
Administration to
Meade County. Five of the continue service
on five rail
injured persons were in the branch lines that
have been or
tavern when the accident may soon be shut
down.
occurred.
The projects are recomCoroner Ron Naser iden- mended in the
first phase of a
tified the dead as Mrs. Carrie state rail plan
that was
Rose Meadows, 39, of Bran- completed in
November.
denburg, and Mrs. Toni
State
Transportation
McColpin,Si, of Vine Grove.
Secretary Calvin Grayson
Five of the injured were said $670,000 in
federal funds
treated and released at will be
available for the
Ireland Army Hospital at Fort projects.
Knox. Another of the injured
Grayson said an operating
did not require hospital assistance project
will begin
treatment.
March 21 on a Louisville &
Donald Williams, 27, of Nashville Railroad
line betCentertown, the truck driver, ween Lancaster
in Garrard
was the only injury case County and
Rowland in Linrequiring hospitalization. He coln County.
The state is
wa,s transferred to Louisville considering purchase
of the
General Hospital, where his line within the
next five
condition was described as months to
lease it to a shortstable.
line operator.
Treated and released were
The other four lines
Fred Bandy, 44, of Radcliff; recornmended for
assistance
Lillian Moore, 50, of Bran- are awaiting final
rulings by
denburg; Marilyn Wilson, 37, the Interstate
Commerce
of Vine Grove; her daughter, Commission. They
are a 23Michelle, 16; and Thelma mile line from
Owensboro to
Martin, age unknown, of Reynolds Station
in Ohio
Louisville.
County; an 11:6 mile line from
State Police Trooper Dan Hickman to the
KentuckyMcCubbin said the coal-loaded Tennessee line,
a 49.6-mile
truck collided with another line from Paris to
Maysville
vehicle pulling out of the and a 10.5-mile line
from
tavern parking lot. The Greensburg to Kane
in Taylor
tractor then plowed into the County.
front of the tavern, overturned
on the car containing Mrs.
Meadows and Mrs. McColpin,
then damaged two unoccupied
cars in the parking lot and
spilled its load of coal on a
third car.
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — An
A . fire broke out in the 81-year-old Bardwell man died
tavern, possibly caused by Wednesday in a Paducah
exploding gas tanks of one or hospital from traffic injuries.
two of the damaged vehicles. state police said.
McCubbin said officers were
William Gorham was struck
unable to locate arty by a vehicle while walking on
eyewitnesses to the accident, U.S. 51 near Bardwell
and no charges were filed.
Saturday night.

fashion not boring how the
budget process works, how the
te
rnrv
one
leywis
. spent and where it's
Spent," he said
id in an InPublic budget hearings
were initiated in the fall of
1977 and each attracted from
40 to 250 persons. However,
the hearings were held too late
to have any real impact since
state agencies had already
submitted budget requests to
Gov. Julian Carroll.
The hearings will be held
-during the summer this year
so the public will have a
, chalice to influence program
priorities, Duke said.
Comments made during the
first round of hearings two
years ago focused on ex-

SOUNDESIGN Stereo,
Receiver, 8-Track/
Wide Range Speakers

$169

Orr
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Bardwell Man Dies

attack Tape Players
with wide-range speakers

Of Traffic Injuries

AM/FM FM Stereo receiver
with I track tape player and
wide range speakers

Although the Gener
Assembly convenes in ea ,
January, the executive bud
is not actually submitted until
later in the session, giving the
new governor about four
months to establish his own
priorities.
Although some legislato*
have attempted to revise pask
budgets,
a
governor%
recommendations manage tic
survive virtually intact.
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64.09
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priorities for available monv.
A
new
govern"'
traditionally designates 48
['fiance secretary within a feir
days of the election. It's tirely up to the governor
his secretary to eval
agency requests and rt
recommendations.

G.E. Filter Flop Washer $27
9

UNDOLT
TREE SERVICE

Call 753-8175

However, Duke said the 2k2month delay shouldn't mean
that the executive and
legislative branches get less
information.
This is basically how the
process works:
The Finance Department
asks agency heads to list any
major new items they expect

to confront in the next biennium that are not in the
previous budget.
The budget staff, headed by
Duke, goes over that information with the governor.
By June the staff sends
agencies budget instructions,
in which they are asked to
explain programs and justify
existing budgets as well as
any increases.
Agencies submit budget
requests, with justifiction for
the requests, to the Finance
Department about Oct. 1.
State law requires agencies to
send a copy to the Legislative
Research Commission.
A few days after the
November election, Carroll
and
the
newly-elected
governor will establish

INVENTORY BOYS

Department Gets
Approval To
Continue Service

Special Rates Available

panding
various
state
programs and services.
This time Duke wants to
hear suggestions on where
programs can be altered or
rearranged, not just expanded.
Preparation of the budget
for the next biennium usually
starts early the year before,
but it was delayed this year by
the special legislative session.

121 S. 12th Street

153-0596
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MSU Financial Aid Increases For 1979-80
Major increases in student
financial aid funds will be
available to Murray State
University students for the
1979-80 school year.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State, emphasized,
however, that applications for
student grants, loans, and oncampus employment should
be filed no later than April I.
He urged both students
enrolled
and
currently
prospective students who have
not yet completed student
financial aid applications for
1979-80 to obtain and submit
the necessary forms as soon
as possible.
Noting that significant
changes have been made in
determining eligibility for
student financial aid, McDougal said all students in
need of assistance, regardless
of family income and whether
they are new students,
transfers, or currently
enrolled, are encouraged to
submit financial aid applications.
"Many factors are condetermining
sidered in
eligibility," he explained. "An
assumption that a student
would not be eligible should
not be made by parents or
students."
Passage of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act
in November,1978, means that
hundreds of students will
become eligible for assistance
in 197940, especially those in
the $15,000 to $25,000 family
income range, McDougal
added.
That legislation, which will
provide the largest infusion of
funds for middle-income
college students since the 1944
GI Bill, means that an
estimated 1.900 to 1,950
Murray State students will
receive Basic Educational

Opportunity Grants (BEOGs)
in 197940.
It also increases the
average BEOG award for
current recipients, as well as
expanding the program to
include students from families
with incomes of $15,000 to
$25,000 a year.
Student financial aid
programs available at Murray
State for eligible students are:
—Basic Educational Opportunity Grant ( BEOG) -Nonrepayable grants of $200 to
$1,400 to undergraduate
students.
—Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
(SEOG) — Nonrepayable
grants to qualified undergraduate students who
show exceptional financial
need and who would not be
able to obtain the benefits of
education without such aid. An
SEOG must be combined with
other programs of financial
assistance.
—State Student Incentive
Grant
SSIG )
Nonrepayable grants of $200 to
$300 a year to undergraduate
Kentucky residents of exceptional financial need.
—Nursing Scholarship
Nonrepayable scholarship
awards for nursing students of
exceptional financial needs.
—National Direct Student
Loan ( NDSL ) — Repayable
long-term, low interest ( three
percent) loans to students
whose family incomes and
total assets place limitations
upon
for
resources
educational purposes. The
loans have some provision for
cancellation of repayment.
—Nursing Student Loan —
Repayable long-term, low
interest (three percent ) loans
to deserving nursing students
to help meet the cost of
education. The—loans have

Our Spring Arrivals Include:

Canvas Oil Pictures

Pier 1 imports

1

Bel-Air
Criter

.fish I WeNal
Dinner$ 29
A delicious
fish filet, crispy on the
outside light n fluffy
on the inside Served
with Potato & Toast
Thursday through
Sunday

some provision for can- a week for students who do not on a loan while the student is
cellation of repayment.
qualify for the Federal Work. still enrolled in school.
—Federal Work -Study Study Program.
Application forms or adEmployment — On-campus
The income eligibility ditional information on
etnployinent of up to 15 hours
student
financial
aid
a week for qualified students ceiling of $25,000 has also been
with appropriate financial removed 4rom the Guaranteed programs may be obtained by
needs, skills, interests, and Student Loan Program, visiting or calling: Student
making all students eligible to Financial Aid Office, Sparks
aptitudes.
—University Student apply for loans from lending Hall, Murray State UniverEmployment' — On-campus institutions. The federal sity. Murray, Ky., 42071,
employment of up to 15 hours government pays the interest telephone (502) 762-2546.

Tanzanian Troops Move
Near Ugandan Capital
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Invading Tanzanian soldiers
and Ugandan exiles moved to
within 50 miles of the Ugandan
capital of Kampala today
without meeting resistance
from President Idi Amin's
troops, Western diplomats
said.
-There is no fighting now
because the Tanzanians are
moving up and nobody is
shooting at them," a Nairobi
diplomat said. "We don't
know how far they've gone
but, if they keep it up, they

could be within artillery range forces advanced within 12
of Kampala in a day or two."
miles of Kampala, a diplomat
Nairobi diplomats said two said, "I don't believe it. If it
days ago the Invaders ap- were true, there would be
parently began to move some nervousness here, and
beyond Lukaya, on the road there isn't any."
north to Kampala, after
There were no official
shelling the town for several Tanzanian statements on the
days.
war and Uganda government
radio, monitored in Nairobi,
Diplomats in Kampala said broadcast African pop tunes
the city of 400,000 was quiet, instead of news. Reporters
with factories, schools and seeking a coherent account of
government
ministries the conflict sifted through
operating normally. Asked wildly conflicting data from
about reports Tanzanian Ugandan exiles, diplomats,
travelers from Uganda and
Ugandan residents reached by
telephone.
And there was no sign of
Amin's promised counterattack, although diplomats
said daily arms flights from
Libya were continuing in an
continue to work in this' attempt to build up the
direction to assure that youth
dispirited Ugandan military.
Unconfirmed reports said the
this summer and in future
years
are
providing shipments included about a
meaningful work and job dozen MiG, and Mirage jets
taming."
and tanks and artillery.

Labor Program To Provide
Jobs For Disadvantaged Youths
ATLANTA (AP) — The U.S.
Department of Labor has
announced that 67 state and
local governments in the
Southeast will receive $118.8
million to operate the Summer
Youth Employment Program
this year.
The program provides 10week jobs for economically
disadvantaged youths aged 14
through 21 at the minimum
wage of $2.90 an hour.
The 67 state and local
governments, which serve as
Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act sponsors
throughout the eight-state
Southeast region, will share
the $118.8 million, U.S.
Secretary of Labor Ray
Marshall announced Wednesday.
The
region
includes
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina and
Tennessee.
Marshall said steps are
being taken to improve the
1979 program because "there
have been problems with the
Summer Youth Program in
the past."
The program will be
monitored in 10 different cities
to make certain that
regylations governing the
program are not abused, he
said.
"I am convinced that this
program can work only if the
Labor Department applies a
strong guiding hand to the
program," he said. "We will
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When you realize what It's worth,
there's no place like home.
-8
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Your home's worth money to
you. Big money. And you can get it
without selling, because you
have equity.

As your
property value increases,
so does your equity.
Aad the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow from us in a
large Fionneowner Loan.
With the cost of homes going
up and up,chances are your equity
is a lot more than you realize. And
you're probably good for a much
larger loan than you imagine.

If it's big money you're after,
remember:
'there's no place like home.
And there's no place like our place
to get your large loan.
Just give us a call. Today.
Annoe•I
Imus.rod
$2.500
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$1
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In Bel-Air Center
Phone 753-5573
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Bill Cox, from Madisonville, is the one candidate
from Western Kentucky who can win the race
for Lt. Governor . the primary on May 29th and
the general election on November 6th.
Only a winner can help the people of the First
District. Only a candidate with state-wide support
can win the Lt Governor's race. Bill Cox already
has that state-wide support. That makes him the
winner who can help you.
Bill Cox is a proven administrator. Bill knows
how government works, so he gets things done.
When he was serving you as Federal Highway
Administrator, he got completion work on 1-24
moving quickly He'll bring that same savvy and

NATIONAL
NEW ORLEANS I AP) —
The Strategic Petroleum
Reserve has thus far stored
only 76 million barrels of
crude oil but already there's
talk in Washington about
pumping it out and using it.
However, project manager
Donald Mazur of New Orleans
said Wednesday he knows of
no decision by President
Carter to start taking crude
out of the underground
caverns in the fall. If the oil
should be needed, he added, it
will be available on demand.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter, risking
American prestige and his
political fortunes, is taking the
first step today on his
pilgrimage for peace in the
Middle East. He said peace,
elusive for a generation, is
"within reach." Carter left
Washington Wednesday for
Cairo, where officials were
optimistic, the people hopeful
and the crowds big and eager.
A cartoon in the leading
newspaper showed Air Force

BARNETTS
BODY SHOP
Body Repair & Paintiag
Repairing & Refinishing

laserseca Claims
WELCOME

Barnett's Body Shop
759-1501

South 4th Street
Across From Overby 11011118

17.69%

He's a friend of the working man. Bill made Fiis
living for three years driving trucks on our
nation's interstates. Today he owns and operates
a business in Kentucky. And his financial backing
for Lt. Governor comes from over 2,000
individuals.—not special interest groups!

Come join Bill for a "Bucks for Beans" dinner. You'll help him build a stronger campaign and you'll
have a good time, too. Bring your family-aid friends!
DINNER CO-CHAIRMEN

Where: Paducah Jaycee Civic Center
When:

March 10, 1979... 7:00 p.m.

$542460 1660%

60 $619360 18.76%

determination to the Lt. Governor's office.
He's a friend of agriculture. Kentucky needs
new, strong leadership in agriculture. Bill Cox is
that leader. He'll work to- help develop new cash
crops. And he'll make the Lt. Governor's office a
leading spokesman for Kentucky's family
farmers!

You're invited to dinner with a First District winner!

$3.612.16 17a0%

48 $4.206 24
FM

MOSCOW ( AP) — Soviet
women are taking a holiday
today from cooking, cleaning
and riveting to mark International Women's Day amid
signs that a female revolt
against overwork is brewing.

WASHINGTON AP) — The
Carter administration is
pondering ways to curb the
sharp food price rises that
have paced the economy
high inflation rate and show no
sign of slacking up anytime
soon.
President Carter's chief
antimflation warrior, Alfred
E. Kahn, said Wednesday that
a •'food-price fight" program
is in the works.
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NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Foreign observers expect
Ugandan President Id' Amin
to launch a counter-offensive
in about a week with sizable
Libyan aid against an invasion
force of Tanzanian troops and
Ugandan exiles. With most of
southwest Uganda reported in
the hands of his enemies,
Amin said a counterattack
was in the offing and called on
his troops tofight to the last
man.

tine with an angel of peace
clinging to its tail.

TEHRAN, Iran (API —
More than 8,000 women,
defiantly wearing Western
clothes and with their heads
uncovered, marched through
a snowstorm in central
Tehran today demanding that
Iran's revolution not reduce
their freedom. After gathering
at Tehran university, the
women, mainly college and
high school students, headed
down Shah Reza Avenue
chanting, "No Chadur!"and
"At The Dawn Of Freedom We
Have No Freedom!"

The Western Kentucky
candidate who can win!
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INTERNATIONAL
BANGKOK, Thailand ( AP)
— Vietnam said today that
instead of withdrawing its
troops, China is strengthening
its forces in the frontier area
in preparation for more
fighting and on Wednesday
continued to attack Vietnamese border areas.
"While their leaders talk
about withdrawal," said
Hanoi's Communist Party
newspaper, Nhan Dan,
"Chinese troops continue
killing, shelling, burning and
destroying
economic
establishments with the aim of
paralyzing the Vietnamese
economy and forcing it into
poverty."

Tickets: $10.00 per person...
available from Dinner Committee
members or at the door.

Smith Broadbent Jr
C•d12, K r

Prank Paxton
Paducah, Ky.

Dale Sights
Hendfr1Con. K

DINNER COMMITTEE
Judge Exec A G Pritchett
Henderson,K y
Gene Heisler
Calhoun, Ky
County Arty Ben Stockton
Morganrield, Ky
Tommy Chandler
Providence, Ky
Judge Eke% Robert Draper
Greenville, Ky
Judge Exit Bob Brown
Ky
Jailer Donnie Carroll
Ky
County Atty A V Conway
Seaver Dam, Ky
Circuit Clk. Jack Haddock
Hopkinsvillf. Ky

Sheriff James Mathis
Citdir, Ky
Magistrate Donnie Rogers
Princeton, Ky.
Mayor Lawrence Martin
Princeton. Ky
JUdeale Exec. Bill Williams
Eddyultle..Ky.
Dave Calhoun
Grand Rivers. Ky.
George E "Sate" Waldrop
Murray. Ky
Clyde Elrod
Kevil, Ky
JO, Hayden
Bardweil..Ky

Margaret Campbell
Clinton, Ky
County CIls Andrew G Miller
Elkton. Ky
Mike Space
Fulton, Ky.

ARRANGEMENT% COMMiTTEP
Bill Usher
Paducah, Ky
Ginger Reed
Paducah, Ky
Gerald Stewart
Paduc•h, Ky

He makes the choice easy!

Paid for by Bill Cox for Lt. Governor Committee, PO Box 1979, Madisonville, KY 42431, W. Logan Calvert,
Treasurer
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Senator Says About Legislature
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
State Sen. Ken Gibson, DMadisonville, has warned the
liew Kentucky School Building
Authority that it is on the spot
in proving itself to the
Legislature.
"You are in the spotlight,
and it is imperative you use
good judgment in allocating

4

11
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---
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4
Tiff STUDENTS in Lennie Hook's fifth grade at Last Calloway Elementary School are
using the newspaper in the classroom. After the newspaper was used in other activities, the children cut out words for an alpahabetical order chart. Left to right they
are Jeff Clendenen, Tammy Torask, Jody Jacohsma, Susan Henry, Tina Jackson, Quinten Dodd,and Tammy Taylor.

Graham Says Asbestos Poses
No Threat In State Schools
propriations
from
the
governor's office and the
Floyd County Fiscal Court.
"Really, the test they had
at Prestonsburg) was .7 and
it had not reached the 2 level,"
said Graham. "So we said in
our way of thinking at the
state level that this is too low
of a gauge to affect anybody.
"I think it was sort of an
irrational fear, the way I
gathered it," Graham said.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction James Graham
says he doesn't think there is a
health threat in Kentucky
schools because of asbestos,
but a medical consultant
disagrees.
Dr. J. Bradford Block, a
consultant to the state
Department of Labor, said
Wednesday that asbestos
materials used in building
some schools in Kentucky is
hazardous. Use of asbestos in
construction was banned by
the federal government in
1972.
A state Department of
Education survey shows that
133 schools in 68 Kentucky
school districts might contain
some asbestos material.
—Asbestos levels at the schools
listed on the survey are apparently well below the two
fibers per cubic centimeter
level established as a danger
level to adults by the federal
Occupation Safety and Health
Administration
Crews
are
removing
asbestos building materials
from one of those schools,
Prestonsburg High School,
under
emergency
ap-

But Block said that Graham
"probably is not sufficiently
informed as to what's going
on. The more we get into it, the
more it looks like a major
problem."
Block said the OSHA level of
2 parts per cubic centimeter
was established for adult
workers in the asbestos industry, and added that "we
feel'that there is no safe level
for children."

Fort Knox Clerk To Serve
Time For Falsifying Pay
FORT KNOX,Ky.(AP)— A
former finance clerk at Fort
Knox has been sentenced to
serve eight years at hard
labor for stealing $18,568 from
the U.S. government by
laLsifying avarice ire-CY—a pay
requests.
A general court-martial at
Fort Knox returned the
sentence Tuesday for Army
Pvt. Joseph A. Sheppard, 22,
of Berkeley, Calif.
The Army says Sheppard
pleaded guilty to 12 counts of
conspiring to steal, stealing
and making false and
fraudulent claims.
The Army said Sheppard

admitted defrauding the
government of $18,568 while
working in the Finance and
Accounting
Office
by
falsifying advance travel pay
requests and collecting
payments betweenSept.land
Dec.6 of 1978.
Besides the eight-year jail
term, Sheppard was sentenced to be dishonorably
discharged and to forfeit all
pay and allowances.
Sheppard is currently held
at the Fort Knox confinement
facility pending transfer to the
U.S. Army Disciplinary
Barracks at Fort Leavenworth,Kan.

he money," Gibson told the
authority Wednesday after it
had approved guidelines for
distributing school construction funds to local school
districts.
The
School
Building
Authority was created by the
1978 General Assembly to
assist with local school construction, but has come under
fire from legislators for its

delay in developing the
guidelines.
The special session of the
Legislature earlier this year
halved the initial $7 million
funding for the authority, with
many lawmakers demanding
to see how the authority
planned to spend the money
before approving more.
Gibson is head of a subcommittee of the Interim
Joint Committee on Education
that set in on Wednesday's
meeting.
Gibson said he did feel the
authority was moving in the
right direction with the
guidelines it approved.
Of'the $3.5 million lett with
the authority, $1.5 million will
be used to sell bonds to build
nine vocational education
projects. The remaining $2
million will be used for school
building construction.
Part of the guidelines ap-

Mississippi Man Caught
In Fulton; Charged With
Mississippi Kidnapping
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Kentucky authorities are
holding a Mississippi man in
connection with the kidnapping-rape of a Jackson,
Miss., real estate agent.
Joseph H. Trimbach,
special agent in charge of the
Memphis FBI office, said
Willie Lawrence Steele, 23,
was arrested Wednesday
afternoon in Fulton, Ky., on a
warrant charging him with
unlawful flight to avoid
prosecution for rape. Trimbach said Steele was taken
into custody about 6 p.m. CST
by FBI agents and Kentucky
state police.
A warrant was issued for
Steele's arrest Jan. 31 in the
abduction of the 40-year-old
real estate agent. The woman
was released at a Memphis
motel after she was raped and
beaten.
She told authorities her 12hour ordeal began Jan. 30
when she picked up a man at
Collins Funeral Home la
Jackson to take him to look at
some houses.
She said when the man got
into the car he pulled a pistol
and told her to drive to
Grenada, Miss., about 110
miles north of Jackson. When
they reached Grenada, the
woman said the man changed
his mind and told her he
wanted to go to Chicago. She
said they arrived in Memphis
about 9 p.m. and checked into
a motel. The woman said the

man took her to the room and
raped her, then fled taking her
1977 Cadillac and credit cards.
The car was found about 12
hours later by Memphis
police.
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Great for camping, boating, any
outdoor event 300 mW output.
With batteries, crystals for Channel 14—add optional-extra
crystals for up to 2 more. 21-1604
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Magnetic—no holes to drill!
Stainless steel whip withstands
speeds over 55 miles per hour.
21-1005
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With Random Access
Remote Control
• Electronic Tuning
• UgM Sensor
• VIR lenbaseet Controlled Color
• Random Access Remote Control
• 100% Sold Stele Chubs
• Module( Chubs DUO
•DOM DUMP Numbers
• 'Pop-Out" Concealed Controit
•Sharpness COrlIsOl
• Lv. Vollige Regulallor
• Cable Rude Antenna Connector
• Set-And-Forget Volume Control

9995

Fits in even the smallest vehicles! Made
in our own CB factory. Digital LED channel
readout. LED modulation indicator and
lighted S/RF meter. Add speaker and use
as PA system, too! 21-1530

Each
2
Reg. 2995 Each

Nihon 0041 Wow
Crushed leo or Cubes
Through No Door
• Five Fresh Food Cabinet Shelves
4 Adiustable
• Door Stops to Protect Walls
and Cabbies
• Rolls out on Adiustabe wheels
• Mobile Cold tor Ak n each
SeCtiOn for comma Temp

co95
a7Reg.

TRC-421 by Realisticg

SAVE 27%

CUSTOM
DISPENSER

•Large Capacity Programmed Washer
*I" &01 & Forget Controls
• Variable Weer Level including MiniBasket Seeing
• 4 Wash/Rim Temperatures

Reg.
1699
'

2211

,

14'
,

SAVE $40
04wpoosse
COLON TY/

CRYSTALS FOR PRO-47 SCANNER

arnesseen

Carisary Frond, Illyand
omn.
low hardwood aollin drinword
oak MAMA imod awapoadon
boend and drowhotad wood
1111Will

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Specify desired frequency

5Each

Olympic Plaza

Murray, Ky.

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
appIlance*, Are Our Only Elus*nrescv
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS

4136

000000000D

Scans up to 10 channels on VHF-Hi/Lo and UHF-Hi/Lo.
Automatic rind manual modes. Works on AC or 12V DC
Requires up to 10 crystals. 20-142
di Mehlle Us.,. Some Sullies and toe shines May ee Unlawful or Mequon,•Perout
Check Werth Local Authocthes

RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 20 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES'

EAST MAIN ST

the authority.
A local district would be
allowed to combine a permissive tax such as the utility
tax with its general fund rate
in determining if it is eligible.
Although the guidelinetwill
still be subjected to a piiblic
hearing and further review,
state Superintendent of Pablic
Instruction James Graham
said he felt the initial funds
under the new program could
be distributed by May 1.
Arnold Guess, acting
executive director of the
authority, said it is estimated
about 18 districts will receive
some funds from the initial
outlay.
Guess said a final computer
run listing the districts in
order of priority for the funds
will be made based on Wednesday's action and presented
to the authority at a special
meeting.

COMPACT MOBILE CB WITH SWITCHABLE ANL

ONE WEEK
ONLY

•Dual Temperature Controls in
One Locabon
• No Defrosting Required —
Retngerator or Freezer
• Magnetic Guest Door Seal
• Four Freezer Door Shelves and
Juice CanRedi

proved Wednesday limits the
initial money to pew buildings
or additions `to existing
buildings, precluding its use
for renovations or for the
purchase of land.
The guidelines call for
distributing the money on a
weighed
formula
that
provides 80 percent consideration for need, 10 percent
for growth and 10 percent for
local effort.
The local districts will get
from 30 to 70 percent of the
needed debt service for
construction bonds from the
authority depending on the
equalized assessed value of
property per pupil in the
district.
The authority also approved
criteria that requires a local
district to levy the maximum
allowable general fund tax
rate for the year it which it
initially receives funds from

PHONE 753 1586

IA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.

Most items•
also available at
Radio Shock
Dealers
Look for this
sign in your
neighbor hood ,/

Cradle
Thaek
0111AllEPI

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
IP

4
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Shuttle Columbia Will Change
Way America Operates In Space
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
I AP) — The shuttle Columbia
is on its way here to change
the way America operates in
space.
Its stubby delta wings carry
the promise of cheaper, fareasier access to space and
eventually, perhaps, of orbiting colonies with factories
that have almost wearless
machinery run by an endless
supply. of non-polluting energy
from the sun.
The immediate goal is to
convert new space knowledge
into beneficial uses on Earth.
The emphasis no longer will
be on adventurous exploration
and largely scientific quests
that marked the previous 31
U.S. manned space flights.
Once the shuttles — each of
which can make 100 space
flights — are operational in
1981, space will cease to be a
remote frontier open only to
highly trained astronauts. It
will become a highway any
man or woman who is healthy
and has a purpose may be able
to travel.

SALE
OF
PERFORMANCE
Tested
Bulls
March 16, 1979
11 Noon (at)

89 BULLS
25 Angus
Bulls
64 Polled
Hereford Bulls
U.K. Research
Station
Princeton, Kentucky
Sponsored By

Ky. Beef
Cattle
Association
606 Phillips Lane
Louisville,
Kentucky 40109

For the Kennedy Space
Center here, that era begins
Saturday, when Columbia
arrrives, riding piggy-back
atop a Boeing 747 jet, from the
Rockwell International, plant
in Palmdale,Calif.
Much remains to be done
before Columbia is ready for
its first trip. That is set for
Nov. 9, but center director Lee
Scherer said the schedule is a
tight one and that a major
problem could cause a delay.
After five or six test flights,
all manned, Columbia will
move into operational launches in 1981, doing a variety of
experiments for industry, the
military, government and
foreign interests.
"I see the shuttle as a true
quantum step in space
travel," Scherer said in an
interview. "It will give us
tremendous flexibility to do
things out there. The whole
concept of a resuable space
vehicle will add impetus to
how fast we move into a
variety of things that space
offers."
A fleet of four shuttles has
been authorized by Congress,
with a fifth a possibility. The
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, expects each to be capable of 100
or more roundtrips into space,
and it is training a pool of
astronaut pilots and mission
speciallsts, including women,
to handle the traffic, which is
expected to reach 50 launches
ayear by 1985.
---N_Yifter a shuttle returns from
space, landing on a 15,000-foot
runway here, it will be
refurbished in a hangar, ready
to go again in two weeks. In
1983, the second shuttle base
will be ready at Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California,
mainly for military missions
conducted by the Defense
Department.
At first, the shuttle will do
things now assigned to expendable rockets: placing
satellites in orbit for communications, weather
forecasting, earth resources
surveys, scienific research
and military reconnaissance.
Shuttle crews also will be able
to repair satellites in space or
bring them back to Earth for
work.
NASA has come up with a
pay-as-you-go plan for those
wishing to use the shuttle. The
average cost, which will cover
all the agency's expenses, is
$21 million per flight, which
can be shared by otie or more
users. That's less than half the

price of an expendable rocket.
The cost is less for those
to shuttle
contributing
development. That includes
the Defense Department; the
European Space Agency,
which is building a small
station called Spacelab; and
Canada, which is developing a
for
arm
manipulator
repairing arid retrieving
satellites.
NASA already has sold out
the first 28 operational flights,
through the first quarter of
1983, many for communications satellites.
The agency expects to get
much more business as
potential customers gain
confidence. More than 100
major oil, gas, and enginering
firms, for example, have
formed a committee to work
with NASA to develop shuttle
sensors to search for Earth's
natural resources.
Pharmaceutical and high
technology firms hope to take
advantage of weightless orbiting conditions to simplify
the manufacture of many
itemA — from exotic enzymes
to pure vaccines to singlecrystal semiconductors to
metal alloys that can't be
formed in Earth's gravity.
Space factories could evolve
from this research and
perhaps open up the next
industrial revolution, according to some business
analysts.
Factories in space would
feature almost wearless
machinery. Without the
physical restraints of gravity,
workers and equipment would
move about much more
easily. And there would be the
advent of limitless, nonpolluting energy from the sun.
NASA isn't limiting shuttle
action to corporate giants and
well-heeled government
agencies. For as little as
$3,000, anyone can reserve
space for a legitimate experiment that can be tucked
away unattended in a corner
of the shuttle.
Several small companies,
universities and individuals
have nailed down reservations
for what NASA calls a
-getaway special" program.
The shuttle is about the size
of a DC-9 jetliner and can
seven
to
up
carry
crewmembers and 65,000
pounds of cargo. The shuttles
have a maximum orbital life
of about 34) days for each
flight.
NASA has plans to orbit a 25kilowatt, solar-powered

Super
Shrimp Feast

generator to which the space
planes could dock, drawing
electricity to extend their lives
in orbit to 60-90 days. With
unlimited power from the sun,
generators could support the
shuttle fleet indefinitely.
For later, there is a plan to
orbit a 200-kilowatt unit that
would permit missions of six
months or more. These would
enable workers to build space
platforms, which could be the
foundations for space factories, orbiting stations, giant
satellites to transmit the sun's
power for use on Earth or for
planetary launch pads.
Yardley, NASA
John
associate administrator for
space transportations
systems, said the go-ahead for
such massive projects would
not be based on technology,
but on social and political
reasoning. The shuttle, he
said, can make them possible.

Mayfield Policeman
Beat Up When He
Answers Home Door
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A
retired Mayfield policeman
was under treatment Wednesday after, officers said,
three men beat him with a
club when he answered the
door at his apartment.
L. C. Bruce, 63, also was
robbed of $300 dollars when
occurred
incident
the
Tuesday, according to the
police report.
Bruce was unable to provide
a description of his assailants.

Holiday Inn Founder
Backs Formation Of
Tourism Corporation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
William B. Walton, one of the
three founders of the Holiday
Inn chain, Wednesday backed
the formation of a federal
chartered public corporation
to manage the tourism industry.
Walton spoke to about 250
business and governmental
representatives of tourism at
the annual Governor's Spring
Conference on Tourism at the
Executive Inn West.
assailed
also
Walton
governmental efforts to assign
tourism a nonessential status
STUDENT TUTOR — Natalie McDougal, a fourth grade student at North Calloway
for gasoline rationing.
Elementary is a student tutor to a group of first grade students. She is shown helping
Wednesday's
Also on
the students with counting by twos. Pictured with Natalie is Ann Greenfield.
opening session of the two-day
Photo by Melassa Jones
conference was a presentation
by J.P. Mills, traffic and
safety engineer for the
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation.
Mills described his state's
highway signs programs,
which assist motorists in
locating lodging, fuel and
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — spectors and cites no legal William
D- food.
Brinkley,
A legislative subcommittee basis for requiring continuing Madisonville, said he didn't
has deferred action on a education of inspectors.
think the committee could
MISS YOUR PAPER?
The regulation is part of a approve the permanent
proposed regulation requiring
Saboalbors ant bare set
certification of electrical larger comprehensive plan regulation until the law takes
being developed to implement effect July 1.
ROCOM141 their boato-dollvered
inspectors.
a statewide building code as
cosy of The Wormy Leifer I
The committee also obthree-man
'1 he
required by a 1978 state law.
Tina by 3:30 p.a. Wastay•
jected to the regulation
Administrative Regulations
Also deferred was a because it made no provision
Fridley or by 3:30 p.a. es
Review Subcommittee said regulation implementing a for
school
non-public
Saturdays no toped to ad
the regulation would give the 1978 state law which allows programs
153-1116 between 5:311 p.n.
commissioner of the state early entrance to kin6 pa., Meisay-Frilisy,
awl
Housing, Buildings and dergarten or first grade for
Representatives of the statt
p-n. and 4 p.a. Utter.3:30
Construction Department children who are legally too Education Department said
days,is Sure dellvery of lie
over-broad authority.
young but who prove their they would discuss the suboewspaper. Calls moot be
The committee said Wed- ability.
emergency commitee's concerns at the
An
placed by 6 p.m. :weekdays er
nesday that the proposed regulation establishing an quarterly meeting of the state
pm. Sattinnys le prareetteo
4
not
distinguish
does
regulation
application and testing Board of Elementary and
fislivery.
between residential and procedure expires May 31, but Secondary Education next
commercial electrical in- subcommittee chairman Rep. week.

Subcommittee Defers Action
On Inspector Certification

Discover
A new
World
Of nEws
T\

Special$349

-4.1"

During Jerry's Super Shrimp Feast
you can get 21 golden shrimp, cole
slaw, french fries and a hot roll
with butter.. All for only $3.49.
Offer good through April 15, 1979

BeaChiSLPhefd'rg'eliunbUSand widen your horizons with
The Murray
Times.

Please start my subscription today!

We have all the news you will need in shopping, entertainment, sports news and much more.

NAME

Get away from the flatness of your everyday life and be a
well-rounded reader of The Murray Ledger S. Times.
Call today for home delivery or fill out the handy coupon in
this ad and discover a new world of news!

Jelaufle

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
ZIP

the

PHONE

SA

IVIurrcty Ledger & Times

South 12th Street

Serving Muriray 4 Calloway County
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Court Sysiem Head Resigns To
Join Religious Group In Israel
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The director of the state's
court system is resigning June
1 to spend two years with a
religious group in Israel.
William W. Davis said
Wednesday that he is leaving
the post which he took three
years ago when the state
began implementing judicial
reform after voter approval in
a referendum.
Davis said he will go to
Haifa with the Bahai World

Center.
"This opportunity to serve
my faith is a rare one and
offers a great challenge fo:.
me and my family," the 36year-old native of Hazard said
in a letter to Supreme Court
Chief Justice John Palmore.
The Bahai faith basically is
a laymen's religion without
clergy. It holds that a series of
prophets from God has
brought particular messages
to humanity with the ultimate
purpose of unifying the world
religiously and politically.
Davis, a graduate of
Transylvania University and
the University of Kentucky
College of Law, said in an
interview that the judicial
change is the most fundamental in state history.
revision-major
The
creation of district courts to
combine the previous duties of
a number of lower jurisdictions—was implemented
slightly more than a year ago.
"I think judicial reform in
Kentucky is working well,

y'S
tion
and
the
•h.;e's
in
and

FILM,FLASN CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Artcraft Studios
118 80.12*-713-0•311
MIPAWN AT INAS DOW

Our Spring Arrivals Include:

Bathroom Accessories

4Pier 1 imE2Etil

Center

supervises a $38
but of course, I don't the state,
pretend to be objective," million annual budget, purchases supplies for all courts,
Davis said.
He added much remains to operates a pre-trial release
be done that is largely up to program and runs the state
the judges and personnel who law library.
operate the system. He inDavis said that among its
dicated they should not
problems will be adequate
hesitate -to change methods
salaries to attract judges and
"that don't make sense."
keep clerks and related
Davis said one way he personnel from being lured by
assesses the success of
private professions.
judicial reform is by compiling editorial comments
Aside from this, he infrom all newspapers in the dicated, the main problem is
state.
for the court system to
"In the last three months, I cultivate a creative way of
have yet to read from any becoming efficient and
community anything but a avoiding
in
rigidity
positive editorial about how
management.
the court system is working,"
"We have a very fluid and
he said.
Davis said the heart of the dynamic structure," he said.
judicial change is the district "The challenge is how we can
court because the public deals adapt and meet changes."
with it far more than other
Davis returned to Kentucky
courts.
a few years ago from San
"You have maybe 300 or 400 Francisco, where he held a
people who personally show similar position. He has a wife
up in the state Supreme Court and two children.
each year, 1,000 in the Court of
Appeals and maybe 60,000 in
circuit courts," the adSome 20,000 icebergs are
ministrator said. "But almost created in the Northern
one million persons a year Hemisphere each year, with
have contact with district 90 percent of them coming
courts."
from glaciers on the west
The Office of the Courts coast of Greenland.
employs 1,800 persons around

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TII ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434
Who'll Pay You 9.415% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

2E-0404•AchkerPlack
1 NOTICE

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

FREE STORE Arial is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
toad, Clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that tree?
By taith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so tar contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
donations
and
tributions
when needed for tax purposes. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish tecontribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 7594600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.

are
Adv•rtls•rs
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corr•ctions.
n•wspoper

will

This
be

responsible for only on*
incorrect insertion. ANY
BE
SHOULD
ERROR
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP-

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

TLY

IN

2 NOTICE

2. NOTICE

Chock
Your
Ad

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
Office
may
reached on 7531916and 753-1917.

AD

GASS

It's li
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Spec Laity AI

Starks Nardwara
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
FOR SALE. Greeting Cards
Of all kinds Expecting new
selection any day See
Gerald Waldrop, or Call 753
1712 after 4 pm.

-41.11.1.11111.1
Join the crowd,choose
paint
and
your
wallpaper at the BelAir Decor Store in the
Bel-Air Shopping Center.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER':

CASE Of AN

ERROR

IF YOU
NEED MEM
Airport
489-2414
753-9332
Ambulance
Comp. Care
753-6622
Fire (City)
753-1441
Fire(County)
753-6952
Foster Parents.. . 753-5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc
759-4141
Learn To Read . .753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon. . .753-1792
Poison Control . .753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. .1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
handy
the list and keep
A
near the telephone.

Ivan

ACROSS
1 Gratuities

WOULD THE person that hit
the LTD parked in front of
the
Douglas
Community
Center, please call 759-4758
before Monday or Other
action will be taken.

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

2 Urged
3 Fondle

5 Snake
8 — and alack
12 Pintail duck
13 By way of
14 Sea bird
15 Likely
16 Rosary
18 Flightless

4

Compass pt.

OIMOS mum
nnn noT MCP
ninnornonn
mono none 0
nm MUG 0010
OMR MEM IMICED
mo non mns En

5 Declares
6 Thailand,
once
7 Cushion
8 Near
9 Robert E. —
10 Motor part
bird
11 Cozy
19 Note of
16 Cook bread
scale
17 Pack
20 Cultivate
20 Followers
21 Tantalum
22 Gold symbol
symbol
23 Silver sym- 25 Downy duck
prison
26 Mom and — 36 Gather
bol
45 Lion teaturet
37 Fold
27 Room and
24 Seeps
39 Guido's low 46 Formerly ;
26 Uncertainty
48 Emmet
P,
note
28 Exist
28 Straighten
50 Edible root `,P
.
29 Manx, e.g. 40 Bristles
29 Crow cry
51 Preposition,
41 Wild hog
,31 Sailor
30 Away
53 Pronoun .•
33 Garden tool 42 Sea eagle
32 Maroons
54 Pronoun .
1
$
44 Ship's
34 Tallow
33 Possessed
34 Girl's name
35 Dutch town
$ Ella
5 ill 7
3 4
1
36 Obtained
2111
III
37 More refined
ill
38'Regulation
40 Loge, e.g.
20
19
41 Exist
"
a
43 Tellurium
24 25
27
61
symbol
44 Vegetable
45 Pronoun
47 Anglo-Saxon
money
49 Chief artery
51 Distant
52 Pronouncements
55 Soaks
56 Mature
57 Waste allowance
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753-5157
AUCTION SALE
EVERY
FRIDAY NIONT
AT
641 AUCTION
NOOSE
PARIS,TN.
This week another load
from St. Louis.

Jamas E. Travis

DOWN
1 Nicholas or

#278, Auctioneer

rots RI/419LE
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kiOU WERE RIGAT...
YOU CAN DANCE
UP A 5TORM!

I300/1)1
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Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is
subject to change at maturity. This 9.415% rate is effective on certificates
purchased from now through March 14, 1979

YEP---ALL THIS
PROPERTY 15 OUR5--AS FAR AS
AW---THAT'S
YOU CAN
NOTHING -SEE
•b•
COME OVER TO
MY HOUSE

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
ANNUAL
INTEREST

ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

TERMS

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

3 months

$1,00t

5.5%

5.653%

1 or 2 years

61,000

6.0%

6.183%

2or 3 years
1
2/

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

$1,000

7.25%

7.518%

6 years

$1,000

7.50%

7.787%

$1,000

7.75%

8.057%

IL

dill
ITS ALL
OURS --A6
FAR UP AS
YOU CAN
SEE
1110111

t 11171 Unoled Fa•re S rd,cate

I HATE
SARGE!
I HATE
HIM!

OH,C'MON, FUZZ,
HE'S PONE SOME
NICE THINGS
FOR YOU

Inc

NAME ONE!

REMEMBER WHEN HE
GAVE YOU THAT LITTLE
RUBBER PAP TO STAMP
YOUR FOOT ON?
''
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penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to forFederal law requires a substantial interest
remaining interest to the passbook rate.
of
feiture of 90 days interest and the reduction the
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. HELP WANTED
2. NoriCE
FREE STORE 759 4600
-GOD IS LOVE '' There is no
power on earth greater than
love Let us show you how
you too may have this love
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God, Not A Tape Call 7594600. Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over wcai. FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
ASJP AM, Sundays at 12:30

AMTIETS
Post 45
Banco
Frt. and Sat.
March 9th & 10th
Featuring

COUNTRY
CONNECTIONS
from
larila.

Ha)7S F

Paris,TN

Farmer's
Air
Service
Inc.
Office Phone
Murray-Callosiii%
C0unty Airport

489-2216
if no answer please leave
name & number in 489 2414

RN &
LPN's
for 3to 11,
and 11 to 7
shifts.
Skilled and ICF
Nursing Facility.
Excellent salary
with benefits.

CARE INN
4th & Indiana
Mayfield, Ky.

6.14ELP WANTED
NEEDED, ELDERLY lady
for live-in. Contact Ola
F erguSon, 436-5616,
WANTED. .RETIRED or
semi retired Person To do
pickup and delivery. Hours
should be flexible. Write in
own handwriting to P.O Box
320 Marray, KY 42071
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS in
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no overnight travel, ex
cellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1247 6867, Mayfield, KY, 8 30
AM to 4.00 PM, Monday
through Friday

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Marna ClbeOsiers*
lie world's
Gar, ass
largest chsasical nasefect
, is sew greet's,
Dealerships le qualified isMaki for Aerobe is.. lalesekaiess. A he
reinareet is'nospeired. ilia is
as eppereseity far see te
became sispaginl is the
fastest traria, iedestry
testa. Fa were infermaise
ad tel free 14004434166.

COOK WANTED, 2 days per:
week, 11 AM until 7 PM.
Apply in person only, Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium i
View Drive.
DENTAL
ASSISTANT,
minimum
high
school
education. Please send
complete resume to Box 32
D.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in 12. INSURANCE
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
MOBILE NOME
111 Poplar St., Murray.
INSURANCE
FULL
TIME
waitress
See
wanted, Lynn Grove Cafe,
apply in person.
Wayne Wilson at
FULL TIME mature sales
382 N. 12th St.
person, must be able to work
rotated days, nights, and
or Call 753-3263
weekends Apply at Mmn.
nerrs, an equal opportunity
employer.
'14ow'd !get that storm
damage repaired so quickly?'

Immediate Openings
SEASONAL
ENSINEEMNO
NELPERS
$457/me.
Vacancies
at
Wickliffe,
Murray,
Kuttawa,
Mayfield,
Lone Oak, Reidland
and Lake City. Will
terminate approximately October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school gretuates
and should apply at
the Bureau of Highways' District Office
at Reiclland.
equal
opAn
portunity
employer
MFH
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. 3:CARD OF THANKS
.fHE FAMILY of Merida M.
x
.Carroll, wish to express our
'
_appreciation ahd thanks to
rINS_UNAIKt
all our wonderful n . hbors
and friends for all their
kindness, their lo e and
concern, and all the lovely
arrangements
floral
received during our time Of
sprrow at his passing.
a. LOST & FOUND
SLACK, WHITE faced cow
lost near Stella area. Owner,
Jerry Pendergrass, if found
210 E. Main
.t..a11.489-2345 or 489-2619.
FOUND: ORANGE and
Phone'7534489
Hhite male cat on Clayshire
March ilth. 753-3994 evenings.
14. WANT TO BUY
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
TOPPER TO fit El Camino.
'month old mixed breed
Call 489 2732 before 2:30 pm
female dog, mostly white WANTED ASSISTANT for
(salt and pepper body) with oral surgeon office. Send
dark ears and face. Lost in resume to P.O. Box 32 F,
COINS...Went to Buy.
the vacinity of the New Murray, KY 42071.
Providence area. Answers to
Paying $5.00 for each
issarediseetp.Jfsr
the name of Pepper If seen
IMBRISEINIOG
dollar of SAver Coins
please call 753-7618 after 5:30
TIOINOLOINSTS
pm
dated 1964 or earlier.
Inane:neve:mai,
Clue/mum
,
MALL BLACK cat found in
Coins must have comLeveknin, and Rodman)
,gacinity of old city park.
118241KiUma.
plete dote. Market
owner may call and identify.
Positions in Kittsva,take
*33-3230 or 753-8368
Oty, Lone Oak, Majteld,
price of Silver Content
an4 Wickliffe.
'
i
* ‘ HELP WANTED
paid
on coins of quality
requirements:
Miramum
it'TTENTION MERRI Mac
Bachetors degree in Engr.
end original mint luster.
and
supervisors
needs
Engr.
Technology.
demonstrators to sell our
Call(502) 753-8231.
Mechanics. or Engr. Science;
guaranteed line of toys and
or Bachelors degree In
gifts on home party plan.
Geology. Industrial Drafting,
Compare our program!
or Design Technology or
USED BEGINNERS flute,
You'll see why Merri-Mac is
Associate degree in Engr.
call 753-6424 after 4 pm.
the leader in the industry.
Tech , Industrial Drafting.
may
Tech,
or
Industrial
Experienced dealers
Design
WANT
TO
buy. .Coins,
Tech plus two years of engr
qualify for Free Kit and
paying $4 SO for each dollar
or engr tech expenence; or
More!! Call collect now for
of silver coins dated 1964 and
high school graduate or the
details: Ann Baxter, (319)
back, also silver 2 dollars
equivalent i with five years or
356 8881 or write Merri.Mac,
dated 1965 through 1969 will
engr or engr tech ex101 Jackson, Dubuque, IA
pay 75 cents each. Call (9011
perience
32001.
642 6742 or 782 3408
Minimurn Requirements for
11AAJOR
Instrument
Man.
Levelmari
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FRANCHISED
dealer seeking experienced
Rodrnan and Chainrnan
EXTRA NICE little girl's
High School or equivalent
parts sales person. Company
Easter dresses, sizes 2
Salary range dependent on
group insurance plans, paid
through 10 Also other girls
years of qualifying experience
vacation and holidays, plus
clothes and baby boy's. Can
above education requirement
Incentive
pay_
Excellent
be seen Tuesday through
From 475.00 to 710.00 moo.
opportunity for growth with
Thursday, 330 to 5:00 at 211
thy
progressive company. Send
$ 12th Street
Excellent fringe benefits
,complete resume of personal
Contact Use Bureau of HighFOR SALE - 16 foot Glasspar
background and work exways* District Office, Kenboat, 45 horsepower Chrysler
perience to P.O. Box 32E,
tucky Darn Road. at Reidland
motor, and trailer, $550. Also
Murray, KY 42071.
An Equal Opportunity Em
a two-wheel trailer, $75.
player M/F CH
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
Lightweight tractor blade,
immediately!
Work
at
580. 435-4170.
bome..no
experience NEEDED,
2
EX
15 LONG FORMAL gowns.
necessary. excellent
pay PERIENCED cooks, 2 ea
Write American Service, perienced waitresses, above Some appropiate for spring
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127, average pay Call 474-2259 for formals, others great for
disco. Sizes 3 and 5. 753.5141.
Dallas, TX 75231.
appointment.
SLIGHTLY USED Olivette
typewriter, Lexicon 82,
asking $250. Polaroid camera
420, asking $50. Call 753-8937.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCH, 2 CHAIRS, and foot
stool, orange and olive
Herculeon cover, excellent
condition, ideal for lake
cottage or family room, price
$125. Reclining chair, vinyl
cover, orange, $60 Phone
753-8071

"I've got
theShield!"

Ronnie Ross
&
Danny Ross

iLir
a y

SPRING IS HERE

Fresh Fish arrive daily
Watson Fish Market

216 South 12th

Phone 759-1208

WEST KENTUCKY POLLED
HEREFORD ASSOCIATION
Fifth Annual Spring Show and Sale on March 10,
1979 at West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center, Murray, KY, Show at 9:00 a.m. and sale at
12:30 p.m. Selling 11 bulls, 24 bred heifers and 15
open heifers. Some of the most popular pedigrees in
krnenra presented.

AUCTION
Satwday, March 10, at 10 a.m., rain sir shine at the
least Reitleff hews, 211$. 11th, Murray, KT.

4

Will Sell: 300 Kodak projector and camera, 420
Polaroid, steeL saw, carpenter tools, elec. sewing
machine, portable dishwasher, couch, chair,
vacuum cleaner, table and 4 chairs, bed linens, 3
radios, fishing equipment, folding picnic table, portable power generator, pressure spray, lawn
mower,4 good motors, pressure cooker, blow torch,
wash tubs, large fan, wicker basket, 2 old kerosene
larniz, Luger auto pistol, lamps, pots, pans, dishes,
fruit jars, and miscellaneous other items.
Detailed announcements day of sale, not repsonsi ble for accidents,for information call:

Terry Shoemaker

Bob (Frosty) Miller
492-8594

436-53,7

Auctioneers

FOR SALE twin beds, twin
Needs
chest of drawers
refinishing. 753 5036 after 6
pm.

NINE PIECE Mahogany
dining room suite, also 3
living room tables. 753 1928.
OUEENSIZE BEDSPREAD
and 2 pair of coordinating
drapes with vatance, tie
backs, and sheers, Ta49. Also
an occasional chair, newly
apholstered, $35 One piece,
I1 1/2 X 11'i, carpet, good
condition,$79. 753-1611.
SOLID CHERRY table, 6
chairs, and buffet. Claw feet
on table,$475. Call 753-31363.
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent condition. Also 13 inch color tv.
Call 753 8170.
THREE PIECE living room
suite
with
reversible
cushions, $250. Upright
Wizard freezer, $175. Call
753 0363
IS. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE . Used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39 95, sews
Perfect, fully guarenteed
Call Martha Hopper, 354
6521
SEARS SEWING machine in
maple cabinet with stretch
stitch and buttonhole attachment 753 4011

19. FARM EQUIP.
990 CASE DAVID Brown
tractor, three 16 inch plows,
10 foot disc, also 8 row AC
planter. 753-3107 days, 753
5124 nights.
3000 FREEMAN FRONT end
loader with power bucket. 4
row Allis Chalmeus, no till
drill with aluminum spray
tank and new pump. IOW
bushil long grain bin with 52'
6" augea and bin sweep. 7
horsepower fan. Call 436
2372.
1972 INTERNATIONAL
TRACTOR, 3200 hours, disc,
cultivators and chisel plows,
all in A-1 condition. Call 3822652 after 6 pm.
JOHN DEERE A, needs
some work,5200 753 0760
235 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, 1976 with 500 hours,
three 12 inch plows, 8 foot
disc Call 345 2189
MASSEY
1974
135
FERGUSON with 4 piece
equipment. 8 row spray, 4
row John Deere planter. 7537787.
1976 MODEL 3600 Ford
tractor, 230 hours, with or
without plows 436.2552
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
SET OF mens Proline,
Honeycomb irons, $75. Call
753.7410
22. MUSICAL
HITACH STEREO, excellent
condition. Phone 753-2789
after 4 pm.
23. EXTERMINATING

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
sale,
FIREWOOD
FOR
hickory and oak, $17 50 and
up. Cutting near New Concord. 437 4228

$14. HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR rent, carpeted,
21/2 baths, $225 per month
Call 7534333.
-36. RENT OR LEASE

Mini
Warehouse
Store,' Space

For Rent
253-4758
BURLEY
TOBACCO
1,000
poundage around
pounds to lease. 435-4425.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 217 2889
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247.2889
TWO, ONE
year
old
registered Angus bulls
Phone 435-4385
38. PETS-SUPPLIES,
AKC ALASKAN Malamute
puppies, excellent pet and
Show
puppies_
quality
Arcadia Pine Kennels, 7539390.
FOR SALE: AKC registered
Lhasa Apso male puppy. 4
months old, must sell immediately due to child's
allergy. Phone 436-5,501.
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
C. 6 weeks old, black. $125
and up. Paradise Kennels,
753-4106.
ENGLISH
REGISTERED
Shepherd puppies. Call 753
8832.
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE, 3 party.
1201 Doran Road, Thursday
and Friday only Variety of
children's clothes, sizes 1 to
8, toys, depression glass,
glassware, few antiques,
many other items

Chester's Auction Service now listing for
spring auctions. Cal
435-4128, Lynn Grove.
Over 33 years of experience.

NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1 GARAGE SALE! Friday 12
face for all silver coins dated to 5:30. Saturday 9 to 6, 1718
up through 1964. More for Melrose Court. Black and
large
amounts. 1965,69 white t.v., recliner chair,
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each. shop
vacuum, trombone,
For pickup call Cooley in children's
clothing,
Paris,(901)642.5118.
miscellaneous
WEDDING GOWN, size 10. 43. REAL ESTATE
Call 753-8365, 830 AM to 5
PM.
26. TV-RADIO
19 INCH COLOR t.v., $150.
Phone 767 3864.
PIONER AM FM cassette
car radio with graphic
equalizer and two tri axle
BOYD-MA)
speakers. Call 753.3134
REAL ESTATE
27. MOB. HONE SALES
753-8080
1973 ECHO MOBILE home,
12' X 52', 2 bedroom, gas
Pr ofessional Services
heat, $3500 or best offer. Call
With The Foendly Touch"
753-8120 after 5 pm_
1972 GAS MOBILE home,
JUST THE PLACE
completely furnished, air,
YOUR FAMILY
FOR
underpinning, very
nice,
TO CALL HOME . . .
$4500. 753 4074 or 753-1877.
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
About 1 mile W. of
bedroom, 1 1 2 bath, central
Puryear, Tenn. neat 3
heat and air, partially fur
bedrm., frame home,
nished, all appliances including dishwasher, 10' X 14'
large living rm., kitstorage shed, underpinned,
carpeting,
chen,
located at Riveria Trailer
Courts Call 1.345.2799 after 5
range, exhaust fan;
pm
included.
draperies
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
wood
and/or
Electric
•
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings and aluminum
heat. On apprx. 1 acre
carports. Call Jack Glover,
blacktop road. High
753-1873 after 6 pm.
20's. Boyd Majors
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
good condition. 759-4899.
Real Estate, 105 N.
12' X 60' TWO BEDROOM,
12th St
gas, takeover payments 759
4939
1973 14' X 60' MOBILE
HOME, all electric, 2
bedroom, fully carpeted, in
good condition, call after 5
pm, 1-247-7928.
14' X 70' HOUSE TRAILER
with central heat and air for
sale or can take over
payments. Call 759-1856 after
4 pm.
EASY LIM'
211. MOB.HOME RENTS
FOR RENT
2 bedroom
Neatly decorated 3
trailer, Shady Oaks Trailer
bedroom,
2 bath home
Court, 489-2533.
in the country. Home
SPACES AND homes for
is less than one year
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
old with such extras as
Street, 10 am to 6 pm.
expensive
wall to wall
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
carpet, thermopane
newly decorated, 5 miles east
of
Murray, deposit and
windows and central
references required. Call 753
heat
and air. All this
0187.
and more for only
12' X 60' ALL ELECTRIC, 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, no pets
$38,900.00. Make your
Phone 753-2377.
move today and call us
30. BUS. RENTALS
for an appointment.
OFFICE
SPACE
with
Phone 753-1222, KOPelectric heat and air
Bookkeeping and answering
PERUD REALTY.
service on premises if
desired Call 753-0605.
NICE SMALL home near the
SHOPPING CENTER next University on North 18th
Street.
Ideal for starter home
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent Or empty nest Couple. Two
Equipped with gas heat and bedrooms, abestes siding. A
air conditioning. Call 753-3018 little clean up and fix up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
after 5 pm.
appointment only. Fenced
31. WANT TO RENT
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
TWO BEDROOM house 1111 Sycamore Street, phone
immediately. Call 759.1036,
753-0101. Oatman Farley, 75332. APTS. FOR RENT
'775.
FOUR
ROOM
garage
apartment, centrally
located
No pets, couple
preferred, damage deposit,
references required. $100
month 753 3690.
FOR
RENT
furnished
apartment two blocks from
University. $110 per month
753.4140 or 436-2411.
NICE FURNISHED one
Nee and Bee
bedroom
apartment,
This 3 bedroom, Pt
available
immediately
Phone 753.6855 after 5 pm.
bath hou.se will appeal
TWO
BEDROOM
un
to folks of all ages.
furnished apartment
free
Maintenance
Available at once. Call 753
4331.
house with therTWO BEDROOM apartment,
moPane windows and
central heating and air.
electric
central
carpeted,
stove,
refrigerator, and water
heating and cooling
furnished 1414 Vine
Tastefully
systems.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
decorated in neutral
FOR RENT in Murray, jot- 4
colors. Call today to
bedroom house, also 1 or 2
see this choice new
bedroom duplex apartment
Call 492 1225.
listing. Priced in the
NEWER THREE bedroom
low 40's. Phone KOPhouse in country, 3 miles
PERUD REALTY 753from town, prefer older
couple. no pets or children
1222 for all your Real
Deposit. 753-5548 before 8
Estate Needs.
Pm/

43. REAL ESTATE

seawalls Specie. Wooten
Mae le essaseberaNk. fare
feeteres awhile atericsa,
burps" lora, ems pd. laps
fireplace, ail any newel If
seal lie addlieard
ferisetise 44110 Ibis leafy 3
N 25i bask he..Pa cal is.
Ws vernal sew. -se leak a
It @myths'''. Offered it
369,91/11.

Jahn Smith, Realtor

7k 6
1113-1411

Aiornsa,

[M]
130YD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-80E0
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch'

COUNTRY
THE
And what a
CALLS
nice place to be when
one wants to be alone!
Set on 12 tendable
acres, this quality
home offers 3 bedrm.,
great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, central
heat & air. Large out'side storage building.
ONLY $49,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
FOR
SALE
or
lease:
warehouse
located
on
Railrbad
Avenue.
Approximately -1200 square
tee) floor space, has office
and bathroom, all on fenced
in lot. 753-8500.

43. REAL ESTATE
OWNER WILL finance! 3400
square feet multi-purpose
building on heavily traveled
highway, economical heat
pump, security system. A
good investment for the right
person with the right idea!
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753 1/92

Spool Of
The Wadi
Price %decal
Owaer Tramsferrod
Very nice 3 bedroom
brick in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in
the
county.
Beautiful corner lot,
wooded located at
Hwy. 299 and Poor
Farm Rd. Lying room,
kitchen dining area,
stov,e, dishwasher,
new'Ilksherwood Burning stove, low electric bills, 3 bedrooms,
tile Sz marble bath,
utility room, paved
drive, new septic tank
and field tile, new
water tank, plastic under
house. Only
$36,500. The Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors,
759-1707.
The Nelson %root
Co., Realtors
759-1707

REALT uPS

TELEPHONE 7511651

Beatty
1153-1222

Light Up
Tow Life
With this choice listing
located where city and
county meet. Beautiful
Colonial Salt Box four
bedroom home that offers a feeling of
spaciousness
and
freedom to its lucky
owner. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all the details.
Priced in upper $70's.

43. REAL ESTATE

lialey Aection
Realty Sales
Cat NISI mow
auctioneer RealtorPh.fill= 475.3713
South Fates Tao

OWNER WILL sell or trade!
Has commercial -building
that is already rented. Just
invest today and reap reward
tomorrow Call 753 1492 or
753 1499 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

Purdem & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Sou ths,chs Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

1534451

Profession.1 Sen. 1,
tk 1th 1 he rtenth) Too,

BONA
FIDE
BARGAIN! 3 bedrm.,
brick with attached 1
car garage. Large
bedrms. & closets,
knotty pine kitchen &
dinette. New carpeting
& drapes included. 125'
x 225' lot. Located on
Hwy. No.783 just off 94
W. Immediate Occupancy. Be The First
To See This At Only
$37,500. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
bath, office or sewing room,
built in appliances, close to
lake. Call 753.4501after 3 pm
FOR SALE, modern home,
by owner. Cost $125,000 to
1
2
build today. 4 bedroom, 2/
baths, 2 finished apartments
in basement, large garage,
also 8 acres of land, 2 trailer
Ws. Price $78,000. Call 7538333

NEW
TWO STORY
in
House
on
Gatesborough,
large corner lot, three
bedrooms, (one large
master bedroom) two
and one half baths,
3000 sq. ft. living area.
Write P.O. Box 3071,
Murray, Kentucky,for
appointment.

45. FARMS FOR SALE
NICELY WOODED five acre FOR SALE by owner,56 acre
homesites
located
on farm, 3 bedroom house, large
blacktop road near lake. Any garage,$60,000. Call 43,6.2148,
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
With a low down payment
Newly decorated 3 bdrm, 2 bath brick veneer.
and the balance financed
Has central heat and air. Large deck on back of
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
house, large lot. In good neighborhood on Kirk1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
wood Drive. Upper 40s.
753-7531,

South 12th at Sycamor•

KOPPERUD

43. REAL ESTATE

Priced in low thirties
and just waiting for
you is the house at 1600
Three
Catalina.
bedrooms, extra large
living roorrf, kitchen
with lots of cabinets
and
stove
and
refrigerator. Outside
storage and patio. See
it today.
PATH OF progress...invest
in the "path of progress"
advise the experts. This
acreage is just south of
Murray and joins prestigious
ProfeSsional
subdivision.
plat available_ Dial Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492 or
Glenda Smith 'at 753-1499.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
'
..7,•‘i0Ott
;
;;47

Two bdrm. home on lake,electric heat,fully carpeted, neat and attractive. Lake view.$28,500.
40 Acres at Crossland, 25 tendable, tobacco barn
and base $26,500.
109 m/1 Acres at New Concord, joins TVA on
rear. 40-50 acres tendable, 70 acres bottom.
34 Acres at Centerridge has very large pond.
Good building sites $32,400.
We have a commercial building located at Industrial Road and Est Main Street. Building is
65x100 with 3 storys. Make good warehouse.
Also we have some good lakeview,lake lots.
Just Listed - 3 bdrm. home on lake, gas heat,
very neat and clean, large yard with some fruit
trees. Lake view. Upper 30s.

Waldrop Real Estate
7534646
z
John Loftis 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249

Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker

Aii:Oi4faileVONtietc
-

Guy Spann Realty
Your Key People In Real Estate
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Ray Reeves 753-2437
Guy Spann 753-2587
Lovely 3 bedroom frame home
with basement, central gas
heat, new kitchen cabinets, on
11 acres of land, you must see
inside to appreciate.

Pretty 2 bedroom home with
garage, newly redecorated inside and out. Large lot, medium
priced $28,950.

New modern 3 bedroom year
around home, double garage,
dining room, family room den
with fireplace, 2 baths, priced
in fifties.

Extra nice 3 bedroom brick
with all built-ins and carpet. On
large lot in quiet location.
House in perfect condition.

olls‘°"
s ol

Call
753-7724
For your personal appointment
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46. HOMES FOR SALE
f- OR SALE by owner.- 4
bedroom, 21/2 baths, living,
dining, family room with
ireplace, den, covered patio,
double garage, gas heat,
iarge fenced
yard
1701
Johnson. 753 1663,
HOUSE AND 4,.2 wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. $23,000. Call (502)
639 6421 collect, after 5:30
Pm.
HOUSE
FOR
sale'
2
bedroom on .6 acres, 2 miles
out of Murray on East 94.
Call 753.0477 after 5 pm.
NEW
THREE bedroom
duplex with economical heat
pump system. Built in
modern appliances, outside
storage for each unit. Large
private backyard. Close to
college and shopping centers. Good monthly income.
Call 753.7947.
PRIVACY, YET only 15
minutes from Murray or
lake, is this 3 or 4 bedroom
brick and natural wood tri,
level home. Includes 3 acres,
central heat and air, heat
pump, fireplace and balcony
overlooking
rolling
hills.
Priced in mid 560's. Call 4362343.
SIX ROOM brick house. Bath
and 1/2, 5 acres land, stable,
corn crib and fall out shelter,
deep well. Must sell due to
health. Call 436-5560.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, family room, 2 full
baths, near University. 7535791 or 753-2649.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick vanier, carpet and
utility room, located in New
Providence area on 150 X 140
lot. Call 753.3231 or 753-5881.

47. MOTOR CYCLES
1975 HONDA GL 1000 Call
753 9019
1975 HONDA CB-200, ex
cellent condition, less than
1500 actual miles, many
extra features. Call 767 4786,
1975 YAMAHA 650, $350. 759.
1334
41. USED CARS
1977 BLACK T•BIRD, low
mileage, great condition,
extra clean, wire hub caps,
tilt wheel, AM FM. Call 7534178.
1977 BLACK TRANS Am,
Smokey and the Bandit
model 1978 Buick Regal,
turbo charged Call 759-4714
after 7 p
1967 BA 5A BUG, $350. 759133.1
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
mileage,
Braugham, low
excellent condition, call 7538036.
1971 CHARGER, 78,500
miles, body, engine good,
$700. Call 767-6102 after S pm.
1970 CHEVELLE SUPER
Sport, new tires, $80). Also
1969 Ford LTD wagon, $600.
759 4000 after 5 pm.

-The Gas Savers"

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So. 12* St.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE NAIl CUT 51.50

ar-

PRICE SHAVE 51 .25
hr hospital & Moss calls pins* ca 753-3615 um day is adl‘etury Mk funks.

1M

on

at,
uit

-8674
-1390
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gas
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see
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age,
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Tick
;.on
Lion.

iont

jay
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM.BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
For Salo
Small white frame, 2 bedroom house on approximately 75'x100' lot. House has kerosene heat
stove which could be replaced with wood stove on
city water. Gas cook stove and dishwasher stay with
house. Located approximately 3/
1
2 miles south of
Murray on Hwy. 121. $17,500.00. Call 753-5322 after 4
p.m.

Member
Multiple
Listing

41. USED CARS

1976 DATSUN 8210 GX, 5
speed, AM-FM, one owner,
excellent gas mileage, 19,000
miles, $4000 753-47110.
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE
Excellent condition. 30 plus
mpg. $1500. During day call
753-1916 and ask for Lisa.
After 5.00 call 753-6331.
FOR SALE
1970 Bel.Air
Chevrolet, 4 door, air conditioned, tinted glass, good
condition, steal belted radial
tires, $550. 753-8355
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner. 19011 642.6742 or 782.
3408.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevrolet
wagon, 4 brand new tires,
low mileage, $1875. Call 7538333.
1973 GRAN TORINO Sport,
power
steering,
power
brakes AM FM air factory
mag wheels, new tires, new
paint. Call 436-5353 before 5,
and 436-5472 after 5:30.
1978 GRAND PRIX, AM-FM,
air, cruise, like new. Low
mileage, $5,500 or assume
loan with $1000 equity. 2473906.
1973 MAVERICK
GRABBER, 65,000 miles, good gas
mileage, good condition, new
tires. Call 489.2743 after 4:30.
1966
MUSTANG,
good
condition Call 753-5884 after
5 pm.
1976 OLDS
LTA 88
Royale, 4 door, a •.wer,
air,
AM FM
st
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
$3595. 753-1499 after 5 pm.
1974 PINTO, 2 DOOR,
automatic, $995. 1973 Olds
Omega,
6
cylinder,
automatic, power steering,
one owner, $1195. Phone 489
2595.
50. USED TRUCKS
1973 CHEVROLET VAN,
new
carpet
inside
throughout, AM-FM and tape
player,$2650. Call 753-4445,
1975
CHEVROLET
SILVARADO pickup, power
steering, brakes and air. 7530766 after 4 pm.
1976 CHEVY PICKUP, short
wheel base, 20,000 miles. 675.
5793
1954
CHEVY
PICKUP,
custom paint, mag wheels,
runs excellent. Call 753-7410.
1971 Q-IEVY TANDOM, C-60
ser
753-0726.
1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
step side, short wheel bse,
wheels, roll bar fog lights,
AM-FM stereo, $2250. Call
753.0824.
1977 CHEVY PICKUP, step
side mags, stereo, $4200. Call
753-8162 after 6 pm.
1967 FORD PICKUP, V8,
radio, L.W.B , standard
transmission, good
body,
new battery and water pump
and radiator, good tires,
cover, $675 436.5610.
1977 FORD 4 WHEEL drive
pickup, power steering,
power brakes, air, AM-EM
tape. Also a 1972 Chevy Nova
350, 3 speed,5800. 437-4257.

53. SERVICESOFFERED

3.,'

1THESE 9.W9 1 KEEP 11 HANDY FOR
THOSE SPECIAL NEWS BULLETINS.,
50. USED TRUCKS
1967 FORD PICKUP, 64,00e
miles, new tires, short bed, 6
cylinder, $600 Call 753-3629
after 4 pm.
1974 FORD F 100 pickup,
$1200 or best offer. Call 7535458.
1972 FORD, ECONOL I NE
300 van, $800 or best offer.
Call 753-9294.
1973 FORD, Al WHEEL drive,
lock in lock out hubs, no
power or air, $2100. Call 4892203.

1976 GMC VAN, call 753-1540
after 6 pm.
1975 GMC PICKUP truck,
private owned, 38,000 miles,
excellent condition. 753-7361.
LOG TRUCK, extra long,
triple frame, twin screw,
auxiliary
transmission,
super deluxe, white, $3000.
Will trade for pickup or car
or you take over note. 7591739.
51. CAMPERS
NEW
ANE
FREE!
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st, White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94, 7530605.
GET READY for Spring, see
the many new .and used
recreational
vehicles.
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Highway 80 east, Mayfield.
Kentucky. 247.8187.
MUST SELL! 1977 fully self'
containe'd Jayco travel
trailer, includes hitch,
swaybar, stabilizers, brakes,
and mirrors. Call 492-8745.
PACE ARROW, motor home,
28 foot, 1978, 3,000 miles,
perfect condition, call 7537853
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1973 BASS BOAT, 151 '2 foot
motor, trolling motor and
trailer, $1800 or best offer.
Ca11753-7595.
12 FOOT ALUMINUM boat,
motor and trailer, $300. Also
dodge station wagon, $200.
Call 436-2294.
1976 PROCRAFT BASS boat
with 150 horsepower Mercury motor. 474-2742.

53i BOATS &MOTORS
CHALLENGER BASS boat,
115 Merc. W-PT Complete,
all accessories, $3.400 492
8556 after 3 pm.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
ADDITIONS,
ENCLOSURES,
fireplaces,
home
building,
garages,
insurance work, new baths
and kitchens, restorations.
Murray Remodeling, 7535167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 13954967 or 1-362-4895.
INTERIOR
R
&
B
CLEANERS specialize in
professional
offices, buildings, and homes. Call
489.2330.
CONCRETE
& BLOCK
Block garages,
WORK .
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.

CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489,2774.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs Call 436.
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates,
references, Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827
CARPENTERS
to
AVAILABLE
do
remodeling, etc
Call for
estimates, 753-6122 or 492E1465 after 4 pm.
CUSTOM GRADING and
driveway work. 753-6244.
ELECTRICAL
WORK,
commercial and residential.
Call tony Teschner, 354-8531,
if now answer 354-8201.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and backhoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 753-4545 or 7536763.

FOR ALL your antennaand
tower work, call Murray
Appliance, 753 1586.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, drivewaYs and small
jobs a speciality, also patching and seal coating 7531537.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382,2442 days or nights or
382.2791 days.

JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
Patching, also seal coating
Phone 436-2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will cit0
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753.0605

TRIPP WILLIAMS
Realty aid
Appraisals
Member Illoftiple What

436-2415

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
EXCELLENT
ROOFING,
references,
call
753 1446
between 7 am and 3.30 Pm,
ask for Shelia.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
conditioning,
and
air
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753•2211
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgail
Construction Co., Route at.
Box 409 A, Paducah, KW
42001, or call day or night, 14;
442 7026,
'Ns
5S. FEED & SEED
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Professional Semi(es
With The Friendly Touch

Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MATFIELO

-Do Business Where Business Is Being Done"

GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky -Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY,42071, (502) 4354527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.

REOPENED FOR BUSINESS

U.SERVICES OFFERED

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

SPACIOUS FAMILY ROW
Begin your Spring in this lovely country home. 4 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, formal dining room, family room, kitchen with ample cabinets, full
basement. ONLY ;34,900.00.

The Old Oak Tree
Restaurant
located at
Buchanan Resort
FROM OUR 1979 SHOWCASE

close to Paris Landing

Brand New...Look no farther for the best - we have it in this superbly built, new
4 BR., 2/
1
2 bath quality home, with 2,930-4. ft. Many distinctive features including fireplace w/heatolator, wet bar, oipactor, plush carpeting & double
garage.
N.

Serving hours 6 a.m.till 10 p.m.

Specialties
CATFISH SEAFOOD STEAKS

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Nedra Moody 153-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-9271
Neater Miller 153-1519

FOR REAL SERVICE IN REAL ESTATE

COUNTRY ROADS TAKE ME HOME
To this beautiful Colonial home and 2 acres that
has more special features than you can imagine.
All rooms are spacious, with 4 bedrooms, 3/
1
2
baths, living room, family room, kitchen and a
large 197 game room. Other features include 2
heating and cooling systems, fireplace, central
vacuum system, automatic garage door opener,
and two redwood decks. All of these will add to
your total indoor enjoyment and your warm
weather relaxation.

ROOM TO ROAM
Choice new listing for the choosy house hunter
wanting some elbow room. Lovely 3 bedroom
brick home with electric heat pump and R-34
rated insulation in ceiling. Attractive living
room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen and
11
/
2 baths. Home is situated on 5.75 acres with
large barn and pond, also above ground swimming pool. All this at a price sure to please-in the
140's.

See The Friindly Folks At Kopperud Realty

NEW AND NICE
This 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath home will appeal to
folks of all ages. Maintenance free house with
thermopane windows and central electric
heating and cooling systems. Tastefully
decorated in neutral colors. Call today to see this
choice listing. Priced in the low MO's.

LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE
With this choice listing located where city and
county meet. Beautiful Colonial Salt Box four
bedroom home that offers a feeling of
spaciousness and freedom to its lucky owner.
Phone us today for all the details. Priced in upper 170's.

"HOME WITH A HEARTBEAT"
It will be love at first sight when you see this
listing in Canterbury Estates, featuring 3
/
2 baths, 2 car garage, redwood
bedrooms, 21
deck, covered concrete patio and cedar fenced
yard for privacy. Don't buy until you have seen
this one. Priced at 162,500.

I'LL TAKE IT

COME SEE - COME SIGH

Will be the first three words you'll say when you
see this attractive home in prestigious Oaks
Estates. Three large bedrooms, beautiful baths,
stereo intercom, heat pump and a large upstairs
game wool or study. Decorated beautifully in
earth tones. Priced in the MO's.

Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on a large
shaded lot in an exclusive subdivision bordering
Oaks Country Club. Economical central gas heat
and central electric air. Lovely family room with
fireplace and 3 car garage. Priced at only
$14,500.

(From left to right) Ellen Jones secretary,
Harry Patterson, Geri Andersen, Bill Rayburn,
Don Bailey, Bill Kopperud and George
Gallagher.

For Fast Results On The Sale Of Your Home- List With Kopperud Realty

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

DESIGNED WITH DISTINCTION
Words cannot describe the beauty of this
luxurious 4 bedroom home with 3-car attached
garage. This home features the upmost in
luxurious,convenient family living and near perfection in quality, comfort and design. Phone us
today
an appointment to view this exclusive
listing.

MOVE BEFORE YOU LOSE
Into this neatly decorated 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that is less than a year old. Such extras as
top quality wall to wall carpeting, thermopane
windows and central heat and air for only
$38,900 Make your move today and be the proud
owner of this fine home.

Evenings Call:
George Gallagher - 753-8129
Bill Rayburn - 759-4900
Geri Andersen - 753-7932

Bill Kopperud - 753-1222
Don Bailey - 759-4577
Harry Patterson - 753-5553

Pt & POPS,Thursday, Marta S.,

Deaths and Funerals 1
Elroy Warren Dies
Mr. Akers, Brother
At Home; Funeral Of Mrs. Anderson,
Services On Friday Dies On Tuesday

Stovall Endorsed
By Branch Of
State UAW Union

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP)IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall now
Elroy Warren, gospel singer
Lonnie G. Akers, brother of has the endorsement of the
from Hardin Route 1, died Mrs. Grace Anderson of political branch of Kentucky's
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at his Murray, died Tuesday at his United Auto Workers in her
home. He was 70 years of age_
home in Lousville. He was 82 campaign for the Democratic
Mr. Warren retired Nov. 30, years of age and a merchant.
nomination for governor.
1973, as an employee in the
Mr. Akers is survived by his IL Mrs. Stovall easily won the
Assembly Department of the wife, Mrs. ',Lila Scott Akers; required two-thirds majority
Murray Division of the four daughters, Mrs. Bertha of the union's Community
Tappan Company after having Martin and Mrs. Fannie Mae Action Program Council
been employed there since Murphy, McKenzie, Tenn., Tuesday, according to Eugene
Aug. 12, 1949. He was a Mrs. Linda Sue Climer, Land, director of political
member of the Unity Cum- Trumann, Ark., and Mrs. operations for the UAW in
berland Presbyterian Church Annie Mae Flowers, Tampa, Kentucky.
and Hardin Masonic Lodge, Fla.; two sons, Lonnie Akers, • She won the endorsement of
Free and Accepted Masons.
Jr., and Curtis L. Akers, the Kentucky AFL-CIO in
Born Feb. 6, 1909, he was the Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, January.
son of the late Lex Warren and Mrs. Anderson of Murray and
Land said the UAW council
Myrtle Puckett Warren. He Mrs. Maxie Presson, Nash- also endorsed for the May 29
and his wife, the former ville, Tenn.; one brother, primary State Sen. Joe
Anuna Dell Burkeen, who Ernest Akers, Locust Grove, Prather for
lieutenant
survives, were married Aug: Oka.
governor, State Treasurer
12, 1928.
The funeral will be held Frances Jones Mills for
Survivors include his wife;
Friday at 11 a.m. at the chapel secretary of state, Secretary
two daughters, Mrs. Marsha
of the Brummitt Funeral of State Drexell Davis for
Page, Murray, and Mrs. Home, McKenzie, Tenn., with state treasurer, State Rep.
Elaine Nolting, McLean, Va.;
burial to follow in the Mt. Steven Beshear for attorney
one son, Joe Warren, Olivet Cemetery there.
general and Louisville atPaducah; one brother, Glenn
torney George Salem Jr. for
Warren, Hardin; six grandstate auditor.
children; two great grandThe UAW has 24,000
children.
members in 34 local unions in
The funeral will be held
Kentucky.
Friday at 2 p.m. at the Unity
CF Church with the Rev. L. E.
Charles Ayers of Sedalia
Moore and the Rev. Julian died Wednesday at 8:30 p.m.
Warren officiating.
at the Western Baptist
Active pallbearers will be Hospital, Paaducah. He was
Jody Warren, Bob Warren, 76 years of age.
Howard
Arnold,
Mark
The deceased was a
DuBerry, Bob Nolting, Jr., member of the Murray
A Public Hearing dill be
and Gary Nolting. Honorary Church of the Nazarene, held for the citizens of the
pallbearers will be the Boys Murray. He was a retired Purchase Area on Friday,
and Youth Group and the employee of the Wincharger March 16, at 3 p.m. at the
elders of the Unity Church.
Zenith Corporation, Sioux Purchase Area Development
Burial will follow in the City, Iowa. Born March 18, District, Highway 45 North,
Unity Cemetery with the 1902, he was the son of the late Mayfield.
arrangements by the Linn Charles Calvin Ayers and Ella
The purpose of the Public
Funeral Home, Benton, where Olson Ayers.
Hearing will be to review a
friends may call after 5 p.m.
Mr. Ayers is survived by his Draft of the Purchase Area
today Thursday
Masonic wife, Mrs. Sharon Jasman Plan for Aging. Public parrites will be conducted at the Ayers, Sedalia; one sister, ticipation is encouraged in the
funeral home tonight at 6:30. --Mrs. Marian Olson, Dakota review of this document prior
p.m.
City, Neb.; two brothers, to its submission. The Draft
Herman Ayers, Winnebago, Plan will be available for
Neb., and Arthur Ayers, review between 8:00 a.m. and
Tacoma, Wash.
•
4:30 p.m., March 12 through 16
Funeral services will be at the Purchase Area
held Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Development District office.
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
All suggestions and comMrs. Lura Russell died Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
ments on the plan will be
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the Elmer Hughes officiating. welcomed. The Plan will be
Henry
County
General Burial will follow in the submitted for final approval to
Hospital, Paris, Tenn'. She was Lebanon Church Cemetery the Division of Aging Services
stricken ill with a stroke near Sedalia.
no later than April 17, 1979.
Wednesday morning at Dover,
Friends may call at the
Tenn., while enroute from nu funeral home after 7 p.m.
visit with relatives there to tonight(Thursday
In 1964, the U.S. Supreme
her home in New Johnsonville,
Court struck down a Louisiana
Tenn.
law requiring the race of a
The deceased was 86 years
candidate to be put on ballots.
age and was the widow of
Herschel Russell. She was a
member of the New JohnPrices of stock of local interest at
sonville Baptist Church. Born
Mrs. Velma L. Parker of
noon,
today, furnished to the
1.pril 3, 1892, in Stewart Benton Route 3 died this LedgerEDT,
& runes by First of Michigan,
Corp.,
of
County, she was the daughter morning at 9:50 a.m. at the
Murray,are as foBows
of the late Reuben E. Martin Murray-Calloway County Industrial Average
--0 43
and Vickie Sexton Martin..Hospital. She was 64 years of
Air Products
25's talc
Two sons, Howard and Robert age.
American Motors
6% one
Ins -%
M. Rimsell, preceded her in
The deceased was the wife Ashland Oil
American Telephone
61% unc
death.
of Lester Parker who died Bonanza
4¼84%A
Chrysler
10% one
Mrs. Russell is survived by April 10, 1971. Born May 1, Ford
Motor
42% +11
one daughter, Mrs. Lorene 1914, she was the daughter of GAY
12/
1
4 -%
Care...
Pa -%
Wofford, Route 2, Dover, the
late
Issac
Caril General
General Dynamics.?
32% +%
Tenn.; two sons, Herbert H. Youngblood and Lillie Ethel General Motors
56% unc
WA -'-%
Russell, Punta Gorda, Fla., Darnall Youngblood. She was General lire
Goodrich
18 -kW
and ' Darrell Russell, New a member of the Mt. Zion Harciees
12% Mc
lieublein
21%
one
Johnsonville, Tenn.; one Baptist Church.
IBM
306% +14
sister, Mrs. Katie Overcast,
Mrs. Parker is survived by Pennwalt
33 +%
1
4
22% +/
300 North Fifth Street, one son, Johnny A. Parker, Quaker Oats
1
4
9% -/
UPI=
Murray; three brothers, and
one
grandson, Texaco
34% -%
Wal-Mart
24%
-%
Stanley Martin, Murray Route Christopher Drew Parker, Wendy'
1114413 204A
8, and John C. and Homer Benton Route 3; three
Martin, Route 2, Dover, brothers, James Howard
Tenn.; several grandchildrea, Youngblood, Benton Route 1,
great grandchildren, and and R. V. Youngblood and Joe Federal-State Market News Service
March 8, 1979
great great grandchildren.
Allen Youngblood, Benton Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
The funeral will be held Route 3.
Receipts. Act 469 Est 550 Barrows &
Friday at 3 p.m. at the
The funeral will be held Gilts 25-50e lower Sows steady to $1.00
Memorial Chapel of the Anglin Saturday at 2 p.m. at the lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
850.75-51.25
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn., chapel of the J. H. Churchill US 2-3 200-240 lbs
15050.5075
349.50-50.50
with the Rev. William Fox of Funeral Home with the Rev. US 2-3240-250 lbs.
US 2-4320.290 lbs.
148.50-49.50
New Johnsonville, Tenn., Don Phelps officiating. Burial Sows
145.00-46.00
officiating. Burial will follow will follow in the Mt. Carmel US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300450 lbs
$43.00-45.00
in the Wofford Cemetery in Cemetery.
US 1-3 450-5081bs.
145.00-46.00
1-3 500-6501bs,
146.00-47.50
Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the aUS
few at $46.00
Friends may call at tin- funeral home after 10 a.m. on US 2-3 300-600 Ilia.
142 0043.00
Boars634.00-311-00
funeral home.
Friday.

Charles Ayers Dies
Wednesday; Rites
Scheduled Saturday

Public Hearing On
Aging Plan Set
In Mayfield Office

Mrs. Lura Russell -Dies At Age Of 86
Funeral Is Friday

Mrs. Velma Parker
Dies This Morning;
Rites On Saturday

Stock Markel

Hog Market

Sloane...

KENTUCKY EASTER SEAL Society poster children, twins Jeffrey Allen Hicks and Susan
Lynn Hicks, Lexington; present first sheet of 1979 Easter Seals to Governor Julian
Carroll. Smith D. Broadbent, Jr., Cadiz,state Easter Seal campaign chairman, at right.

Large Number Of Cattle Said
Killed By Nitrate Poisoning
Nitrate poisoning has killed herdsmen sometimes are center through their offices.
These analyzed values, he
an unusually large number of forewarned by early signs of
cattle this winter across West eye watering, unthriftyness, said, are reported as percent
Kentucky's three-state area, reduced appetite, reduced of the nitrate ion (NO3)
according to scientists at the production and other signs of present. Conversion of percent
to parts per million (ppm)can
Murray State University vitamin A deficiency.
Stockmen noticing a cow be actomplished by moving
Veterinary Diagnostic and
Research
Center
at gasping for breath and turning the decimal point four places
blue around the muzzle should to the right.
Hopkinsville.
Feed containing zero to .3
According to Dr. Charles call a veterinarian imadminister
the
percent
nitrate is considered
to
mediately
Herren, a member of the staff,
specimen submitted to the extremely effective antidote. safe if the animal is on an
center indicate that the The classic postmortem lesion adequate ration, he said.
animals received fatal doses of acute nitrate poisoning, "Typical vitamin A deficiency
of nitrate by eating sorghum Herren pointed out, is begins to appear with .4 to .6
percent nitrate content," he
sudan hybrid hay, or poor chocolate-colored blood.
said,
director
"and .7 to .9 percent
L.
Kadel,
Dr.
Wade
quality grass hay, which had
been rolled into large, round of the center, urges the sub- nitrate causes the symptoms
mission of hay or grain to be more lasting.
bales.
"Acute death occurs at
Hay samples, submitted to samples for nitrate analysis.
the center from Southern Cattlemen wishing more in- nitrate levels above 1.0 percent (10,000 ppm)even though
Indiana,
Northwestern formation concerning nitrate
the cattle received adequate
Tennessee
and
the poisoning or wishing to submit
Elizabethtown and Glasgow samples for analysis, should energy," he went. "Nitrate
local when found in the water
their
areas of Kentucky have consult
supply at levels of 15 percent
laboratory
since
veterinarian,
revealed toxic levels of
specimens are referred to the (1,500 ppm ) will cause death."
nitrate, he said.
-•
"It is speculated that heavy
fertilization to achieve high
yields, followed by drought
conditions last summer,
resulted in. crop-storing excessive
quantities
of
nitrates," he said. "The
reason for the recent high
occurrence
of
nitrate
poisoning was probably
related to snow cover limiting
consumption to baled forage."
Cattle, he pointed out, can
tolerate more of high nitrate
forage if a good source of
energy, such as cracked corn,
is fed.
Some of the cultivated
plants containing nitrates in
dangerous quantities, he listed
as: Alfalfa, red and sweet
clover, peavines, soybean
vines, fescue, orchard grass,
grome, timothy, sorghum,
sudan grass and hybrids of the
latter two.
-Drought conditions, or
spraying with herbicides, can
cause normally safe plants to
accumulate temporary high
levels of nitrate," Herren
went on. "If harvested during
these times, poisoning can
occur in cattle consuming the
plants."
Weeds, baled with the hay,
also can be dangerously
nitrate bearing, Herren said,
identifying some of these as
pigweed, jimson weed,
smartweed and vetch. Both
cash crops and weeds growing
on fields heavily fertilized
with manure or commercial
fertilizer can be dangerous, he
said, adding that pond water
draining fertilized fields also
contain nitrates.
Nitrate poisoning is difficult
to recognize in time to save
Available In:
the animal, he said. Alert
Pecan, Maple or Pine

Continued From Page(Me)
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard's
promise of a new sports arena
for Murray State if he is
elected governor.
-The day of the politician
promising things that are not
deliverable is over and the
people know it," he continued.
In answer to a question
concerning the state budget,
Sloane said he felt the
Legislature should become a
"more significant force in
determining the budget and
especially the debt pattern of
the state." He pointed out that
Kentucky presently ranks 12th
in the nation in per capita
indebtedness.
Regarding
Health,
Education and Welfare

Secretary Joseph Califano's
campaign against the use of
tobacco, Sloane said he
thought Califano had "gone
too far.
"The public should have
access to the facts about
tobacco, drugs and saccharin,
however, there should not be a
campaign to harass them," he
said. "A much more constructive approach would be
to use part of the tobacco tax
for research to breed out the
deleterious substances in the
leaf."
Sloane also pointed out that
better marketing of farm
products is needed in the state
in order to develop a large
international market for the
state's resources.

McBrayer...
didate said.
In the fuel industry,
McBrayer said the people
"have a basic right to know"
where their money is being
spent and how it could be
better spent.
He added that he did not feel"
that he would increase taxes
on the cigarette industry since
taxes forced most of the liquor
industry out of the state.
Improvement to Kentucky
94 was necessary since
tourists are a vital part to west
Kentucky, he stated.
He continued that workman's compensation "needs
to be reduced." Propostion 13
.would not work in Kentucky,
he felt, because the state
"can't stand much of a tax
decrease."
Concerning Murray State,
McBrayer said that he feels
-a new sports arena is very
much needed. And he added
that he will be "anxious to pay
for it."
He mentioned that he cast
the tie vote in the legislature
for a vet school and "would be
glad to help as long as it is
feasible."

(Continued From Page One)
made but we'll have smart
people thinking about it. You
just can't throw money at the
problem. We need a blueprint
for education," he continued.
He also put part of the
blame
on
teacher
qualifications.
"We need to prepare
teachers,
not
administrators," he added.
He also mentioned that
community schools should be
used the entire year by
everyone in the community in
order to take advantage of its
facilities
and
energy
resources.
When asked about the Equal
Rights
Amendment,
McBrayer said that he felt it
would not be an issue in the
campaign. However, he
mentioned that he did support
it in 1972 while in the
legi§lature.
-We need to stop having
token women and token
blacks. We need to seek
quality women, quality
Blacks, quality people. I will
have quality people in my
administration," the can-

ANNUAL
•
DESK
CLEARANCE
Tremendous Savings On Beautiful DMI Desks
DMI desk features
heat-, stain-, marresistant top;
security lock on file
drawer; dual drawer
guides and decorative, antique
hardware. See
them soon!
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'12995
Limited Quantities All prices
picked up at store

Livestock Market

Confused Over Savings
Interest Rates?
Just Remember

Security Federal
Pays The Highest Allowed By Law

Security Federal
1300 Johnson filvfl
Murray Ky

Highway 641
South, Murray

Savings t Loan Association

I sl K

LOUISVILLE:, Ky !At>) - usnA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves SOO,
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
rows steady to 1 00 higher, bulls steady,
calves untested vealers steady feeders
poorly tested, limited offerings steady.
Utility slaughter steers 1150-1290 lb 60 2562 25 slaughter rows utility 48 00-54 00,
high dressing 5400-61 00: cutter 47 SO53 00. canner and cutter under 90th 4200.
4700. slaughter bulb 1115-1810 lb 44 0068 00. choice 190-345 lb sealers 9400.
1040 feeder steers few choice 30040 lb.
101 00123 00 package :903 lb 140 00 late
Wednesday , 500-550 lb 94 5490 00, good
and choice 300-500 lb 90 00104 50, 500-775 lb
77 01)410 00. good 400-650 lb 75 OD 811
00:
heifers few choice 300350 lb 911 00-99 00:
good and choice 500-665 lb 75 50411 00. gond
325.600 lb 66 00-79 00
Hogs 500, barrows and gilts 1 75 lower
after opening 1.00 lower, 1-2 210250 lb
50 00-50 60, these up to 51 25 early; 2226.249
lb 49 50-5000 2-3 220-760 lb SI 50-45 50.
sows mostly steady. instances 200 higher.
1-2 430-500 lb 411 004180. 500-550 lb
48 50-49 50 few up to 51 21141ate, boar, r,vpr

759 1234

Mar-resistant 71" x 48- writing
surface, five drawers plus
locking file drawer make this
desk a useful addition to any
home

Mar-resistant 26" x SI" writing
surface with hardwood banding
and seven drawers Features
all-wood. hand-rubbed fronts
Rugged construction includes
solid hardwood Interior parts.

21995

16995
7807-24

Dunn Furniture Warehouse
BEDDING

/IRS 4-5 MON -SA I
9-8on

APPLIANCES

300 lb 41 100-41 25
Sheep 25, untested

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET inc.

Telephone
753-2617
4

